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3 Configuring the System Landscape 
Directory

This exercise accompanies Chapter 3, and is meant to serve as an implementation
example and provides a practical insight into the System Landscape Directory
(SLD) and its objects.

3.1 Exercise Description

Imagine that you are employed by a fictitious company called Reader’s Paradise
as an SAP integration expert. Reader’s Paradise is a book store that specializes in
selling exclusive books. The company uses SAP PO, and you have been asked to
build an interface enabling Reader’s Paradise to order books from its main sup-
plier, Book Fountain. This means that you need to build an interface that will
fetch a purchase order from Reader’s Paradise’s system and send the order to
Book Fountain.

This first exercise focuses on creating all necessary SLD objects required to build
the interface. Because a picture is worth a thousand words, the scenario is also
depicted in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1  Scenario to Be Built for Purchase Order Transfer

3.2 Exercise Solution Approach

In this first exercise, you are only required to create the relevant SLD objects. The
SLD objects to be created include the following artifacts:

BookFountain Reader’s Paradise
Outbound msg Inbound msg
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Configuring the System Landscape Directory3
� A product.

� Three software components. Given that we want to use the three components
model, the software component containing the shared object needs to have a
dependency to the other two software components.

� Two technical systems (for sender and receiver, of the third-party type).

� Two business systems (for sender and receiver, of the third-party type).

A graphical representation of these artifacts and the relationships among them is
depicted in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2  The SLD Artifacts and their Relationships

We provide the step-by-step solution of the exercise in the next section.

3.3 Exercise Step-by-Step Solution

The activities and steps to create the objects (as listed in the exercise solution
approach) are described in the following subsections.

«component»
SWC_READERSPARADISE

SC

«component»
SWC_MAPPINGS

SC

«component»
SWC_BOOKFOUNTAIN

SC

BS_READERSPARADISE

TS_READERSPARADISE

BS_BOOKFOUNTAIN

TS_BOOKFOUNTAIN

PR_READERSPARADIZEORDER
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Exercise Step-by-Step Solution 3.3
3.3.1 Log on to the SLD

To log on to the SLD, open a browser, go to http://<hostname>:<port>/sld, and log
in with your credentials when prompted to do so.

In the preceding URL, <hostname> is the hostname of the SAP NetWeaver system
and <port> is the port number of the SAP NetWeaver system.

3.3.2 Create a Product

To create a product that will hold the software components, proceed as follows:

1. Click on the Products tab of the SLD landing page.

2. Click on the New button to follow the wizard for creating a product (see Figure
3.3).

Figure 3.3  First Steps for Creating a Product in the SLD

3. Follow the wizard, and enter the name PR_READERSPARADISE for your product.
Enter “ReadersParadise.com” as the product vendor (see Figure 3.4).

4. Click on Next, and you will be asked to fill in data to create the software com-
ponent.
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Figure 3.4  Creating a Product in the SLD

3.3.3 Create Three Software Components

Because we are following the three software component model, we will need
three separate software components to hold the sender, receiver, and canonical
objects.

To create the software component(s) that will hold the objects and artifacts during
design time and with which the technical and business systems will be associated,
perform the following actions:

1. Click on the Software components tab of the SLD landing page.

2. Click on the New button to follow the wizard for creating a new software com-
ponent. Follow the wizard, and name the software component SWC_READER-
SPARADISE. The final results can be seen in Figure 3.5.

3. Click on Finish.

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 to create two more software components, with the names
SWC_BOOKFOUNTAIN and SWC_MAPPINGS.

Note

You need to select the product (PR_READERSPARADISE) that was previously created for
your software components.
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Exercise Step-by-Step Solution 3.3
Figure 3.5  Creating a Software Component in the SLD

Given that the software component named SWC_MAPPINGS will contain the map-
ping and transformation object, it needs to have dependencies to both SWC_READ-
ERSPARADISE and SWC_BOOKFOUNTAIN software components. To create dependen-
cies for the SWC_MAPPINGS, proceed as follows:

1. From the landing page of the SLD, select Software Components.

2. Search or filter for the software component to which the dependencies need to
added—in this case, the software component called SWC_MAPPINGS.

3. Click on the Dependency tab, and filter for or select the software component
SWC_READERSPARADISE.

4. Click on Define as Prerequisite Software Components. The final result
should look like Figure 3.6.

5. Repeat steps 2, 3, and 4 to define another dependency from SWC_MAPPINGS to
SWC_BOOKFOUNTAIN.

The dependencies are defined to ensure that the Enterprise Services Repository
(ESR) objects (data, messages types, and service interfaces) of SWC_BOOKFOUNTAIN
and SWC_READERSPARADISE can be accessed from the software component SWC_
MAPPINGS.
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Configuring the System Landscape Directory3
Figure 3.6  Creating Software Component Dependency to Other Software Components

3.3.4 Create Technical Systems (Sender and Receiver)

To create a technical system with which the business system will be associated,
perform the following actions:

1. Click on the Technical Systems tab of the SLD landing page.

2. Click on the New Technical System button to follow the wizard for creating a
new technical system.

3. Follow the wizard, and specify the type of the technical system as Third Party.

4. Click on the Next button to proceed to the next screen.

5. Name the technical system TS_READERSPARADISE to represent the sending sys-
tem (see Figure 3.7).

Figure 3.7  Creation of a Technical System
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Exercise Step-by-Step Solution 3.3
6. Select the products and software components that are installed in this technical
system. If you do not add a software component to a technical system, then it
will not be possible to use its service interfaces in your scenario (see Figure
3.8).

7. Repeat steps 2, 3, and 4 to create a new technical system for the receiver system
called TS_BOOKFOUNTAIN.

Figure 3.8  Adding Software Components to a Technical System

3.3.5 Create Two Business Systems (Sender and Receiver)

To create a business system that will represent the sender and receiver applica-
tions during configuration in the Integration Directory (see Chapter 5), perform
the following actions:

1. Click on the Business Systems tab of the SLD landing page.

2. Click on the New Business System button to follow the wizard for creating a
new business system. Click on Next.

3. Follow the wizard, and specify the Type of business system to be Third Party/

Other. Click on Next.

4. On the next screen, choose the technical system for this business system.
Choose TS_READERSPARADISE, because you are required to create a relationship
between a business system and its corresponding technical system. Click on
Next.
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Configuring the System Landscape Directory3
5. On the next screen, name the business system BS_READERSPARADISE to repre-
sent the sending system. Click on Next.

6. Because you linked the new business system to an existing technical system, all
products and software components used in that technical system will be auto-
matically loaded. You still have the option to select or deselect products and
software components on this screen.

7. In the final step, select the Integration Server (SAP PO system) to be used by
this application system. You can select from a dropdown list of all SAP PO/SAP
PI systems in your landscape.

8. Repeat steps 1 to 7 for a new business system for the receiving system. This last
business system needs to be named BS_ BOOKFOUNTAIN and will need to be
linked to the technical system previously created and named TS_ BOOKFOUNTAIN.
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4 Working with the Enterprise Services 
Repository and Registry

Previously, we created and configured the technical systems, business systems,
products, and software component versions (SWCVs). In this exercise that accom-
panies Chapter 4, we will create all the design objects necessary to support the
information exchange between the backend system of Reader’s Paradise and
Book Fountain.

4.1 Exercise Description

The customer (in this case, Reader’s Paradise) has asked you to build an SAP PO
interface to support the automatic exchange of purchase orders between their
procurement backend system and their supplier, Book Fountain. The functional
requirements also indicate that before you can send the order to the supplier, you
first need to convert and map the input into the supplier’s message structure.
Based on the specifications of the business process, you also know that the inter-
face will be asynchronous; that is, no direct answer from the supplier side is
expected. Remember, at this stage of the development process it is less important
to know which systems are going to use the design objects. Those additional
details will become clear when we discuss the configuration done in the Integra-
tion Builder part of the Integration Directory.

4.2 Exercise Solution Approach

In order to achieve your goals, you will need the following design objects:

� All three SWCVs, imported from the SLD into the ES Builder.

� A repository namespace for each imported SWCV.

� Data and message types for the sending and receiving service interfaces.

� Two asynchronous service interfaces: an outbound service interface for the
sender component and an inbound service interface for the receiver compo-
nent.
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Working with the Enterprise Services Repository and Registry4
� An operation mapping and a message mapping in order to transform the input
XML structure into the output XML structure as expected by the receiver sys-
tem.

Good to Know

As a best practice, we strongly recommend introducing and applying naming conven-
tions for SAP PO developments before you start any integration scenario. You can cre-
ate your own set of naming conventions, but you can also reuse or extend existing nam-
ing conventions available from the SAP PO community on the Internet.

We will now continue with the next steps of the exercise by initiating the design
time in the ESR.

4.3 Exercise Step-by-Step Solution

The next sections will provide a step-by-step solution.

4.3.1 Importing Software Component Versions in the ES Repository

We will start by importing all three SWCVs we created in the SLD into the Inte-
gration Builder. Then, we will start adding our design objects to the different
SWCVs.

The SWCVs that we will import into the ES Builder are as follows:

� SWC_READERSPARADISE

� SWC_BOOKFOUNTAIN

� SWC_MAPPINGS

To import the SWCVs, perform the following actions:

1. Navigate to the landing page of SAP PO, and click on the Enterprise Services

Builder link. Open a web browser, and go to http://<hostname>:<port>/dir
(see Figure 4.1); log in with your SAP PO credentials when prompted.
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Exercise Step-by-Step Solution 4.3
Figure 4.1  SAP PO Landing Page

2. Press (Ctrl) + (N), or navigate to the top menu and click on Object (see Figure
4.2).

3. Select Import from SLD, and click on the Display button to populate the list
with available SWCVs from your SLD.

Figure 4.2  Create Object from the ES Builder
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Working with the Enterprise Services Repository and Registry4
4. From this screen, you can search for and select the SWCV (one at a time) that
you want to import into your development environment. Type the name of the
software component, SWC_READERSPARADISE, into the search bar, and click on
Import.

5. Select the correct entry from the list, and click on the Import button to start the
import process (see Figure 4.3).

Figure 4.3  Import of SWCVs

6. When you are finished, you should now see the details of the imported SWCV
in the Create Object window. If that is the case, then you can proceed by click-
ing on Create (see Figure 4.4).
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Exercise Step-by-Step Solution 4.3
Figure 4.4  Create SWCV from SLD

7. You should now see a new editor window open on the right side of your
screen, displaying the new SWCV. Before you can press (Ctrl) + (S) or click on
the Save button, you need to select the desired original language for this object
from the dropdown menu. Repeat steps two to six for the remaining two
SWCVs (SWC_BOOKFOUNTAIN and SWC_MAPPINGS). Then, click on Save. Note that
the Namespaces panel at the bottom of the page contains no entries yet; how-
ever, we will work on namespaces in the next part of the exercise (see Figure
4.5).
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Figure 4.5  Configuring and Saving SWCV

4.3.2 Creating Repository Namespaces

Now that you have imported and configured the software component versions,
you are ready to start creating the necessary design objects for your file to FTP
integration scenario. Follow these steps:

1. Click Object from the main menu or press (Ctrl) + (N) to create a new reposi-
tory object. In this case, you will create a repository namespace in each of the
new SWCVs. Fill in the following values (see Figure 4.6):

� Namespace: urn:readersparadise.com:scm:procurement:erp

� Software Component Version: SWC_READERSPARADISE (you can find this by
clicking on the Value List; select the correct one, and click on Create)

2. Click on Save (see Figure 4.7).
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Exercise Step-by-Step Solution 4.3
Figure 4.6  Create New Repository Namespace

Figure 4.7  Save New Repository Namespace

3. Repeat the previous step for the two remaining SWCVs. The namespaces for
the two other SWCVs are as follows:

� SWC_BOOKFOUNTAIN: urn:readersparadise.com:scm:procurement:supplier

� SWC_MAPPINGS: urn:readersparadise.com:scm:procurement

Once you have finished creating the new namespace for each SWCV, the contents
of your SWCV should look like the screenshot shown in Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.8  SWCV with New Repository Namespace

Good to Know

At this stage of the design time, you will start building up a change list (per SWCV) that
contains all creations, changes, and deletions made to saved activities performed in the
ES Builder. From the moment you activate a change list, its contents will be visible and
available to the rest of the developer team and the SAP PO environment.

Before activation, you have the option to reject specific changes or the entire change
list. It is also possible to see other change lists and assign them to other users. Last but
not least, you can also query and look into the contents of previously activated (i.e.,
closed) change lists (see Figure 4.9).

Figure 4.9  Repository Change Lists

4.3.3 Creating Data Types, Message Types, and Service Interfaces

You are now about to create your service interfaces, which are the arteries of
every integration scenario built on top of SAP PO. First, however, we need to lay
some groundwork, the theoretical explanation of how you are going to tackle this
task.

When designing custom service interfaces in SAP PO, you can decide whether to
apply a top-down or a bottom-up development approach. Our advice is to follow
the bottom-up approach instead of top-down, for two reasons:
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Exercise Step-by-Step Solution 4.3
� It follows the SOA design principle of contract first.

� It fits perfectly into a model-driven development style in which the application
logic (e.g., service interfaces, GUIs, etc.) is based on the underlying information
model rather than the opposite.

In addition, when you are creating the service interfaces, all message types, data
types, and external definitions will be ready and available there for you to select.

Enough theory for now; let’s go back and focus on our main goal which is the
completion of the design time objects to be used in this exercise.

Start by creating two data types, one message type, and an outbound service
interface for the sender component for the integration scenario.

1. Click on Object from the main menu or press (Ctrl) + (N) to create a new repos-
itory object. Click on Interface Objects and then on Data Type.

2. Fill in the following values:

� Name: DT_OrderItem (DT is our naming convention for data types)

� Namespace: urn:readersparadise.com:scm:procurement:erp

� Software Component Version: SWC_READERSPARADISE

3. Click on Create.

4. Now that you have created your data type, complete the fields that will carry
the order information during runtime. Enter the values shown in Figure 4.10,
and save your work.

Figure 4.10  Creating Data Type for DT_OrderItem
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Now, create the second data type for the sender component, which will contain
additional header fields at the order level (not to be confused with the SOAP
header) in the payload. Proceed as follows:

1. Click on Object from the main menu or press (Ctrl) + (N) to create a new repos-
itory object. Click on Interface Objects and then on Data Type.

2. Fill in the following values:

� Name: DT_Order

� Namespace: urn:readersparadise.com:scm:procurement:erp

� Software Component Version: SWC_READERSPARADISE

3. Click on Create.

4. Complete the fields contained in this new data type structure. Note that you
can now start reusing your own data types (see the OrderItems element in Fig-
ure 4.11). Choose DT_OrderItem for the definition of this new structure by
selecting it from the Type dropdown menu or by selecting the Type column and
pressing the (F4) key. Complete the data type as shown in Figure 4.11, and click
on Save when you have finished.

Figure 4.11  Creating Data Type for DT_Order
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Now you can create the message type, which in fact represents the root element
of the outbound service interface. Assign your previously created data type DT_
Order as your main data type for this new message type.

1. Click on Object from the main menu or press (Ctrl) + (N) to create a new repos-
itory object. Click on Interface Objects and then on Message Type.

2. Fill in the following values:

� Name: MT_PurchaseOrder (MT is our naming convention for message types)

� Namespace: urn:readersparadise.com:scm:procurement:erp

� Software Component Version: SWC_READERSPARADISE

3. Click on Create.

4. Select DT_Order for Data Type Used.

5. When you finish, your message type should look like Figure 4.12. Do not forget
to save your work.

Figure 4.12  Creating Message Type for MT_PurchaseOrder
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Now that you have defined the message type, you can create the outbound ser-
vice interface.

1. Click on Object from the main menu or press (Ctrl) + (N) to create a new repos-
itory object. Click on Interface Objects and then on Service Interface.

2. Fill in the following values:

� Name: SIOA_PurchaseOrder (SIOA is our naming convention for service
interface outbound asynchronous)

� Namespace: urn:readersparadise.com:scm:procurement:erp

� Software Component Version: SWC_READERSPARADISE

3. Click on Create.

4. The new service interface is displayed on the screen. Leave all default values for
the attributes (category, interface pattern, and security profile) as is. You can
change the operation name to something else if desired, but for this exercise it
is not necessary. Make sure that the Mode selected is Asynchronous, and pro-
ceed to select the Message Type MT_PurchaseOrder from the Name column
dropdown menu in the Messages area at the bottom of the screen. The final
product should look like the one shown in Figure 4.13. Save your work when
you finish.

Figure 4.13  Creating Service Interface for SIOA_PurchaseOrder
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You have now created all necessary objects for the sender component of the inte-
gration scenario, but you still have to create the same types of design objects for
the receiver component.

You will notice that there are some differences between the data types on the
sender and receiver side. That difference is represented by the contents of the
data types on both sides (i.e., DT_Order [Sender] and DT_item [Receiver]). The
definition of the internal XML structure for the purchase order message is pro-
vided by Book Fountain. Create the design objects (data type, message type, ser-
vice interface, operation mapping and message mapping) discussed ahead, using
the same general instructions as explained for the sender side, but taking into
consideration that there are some differences in the internal message structures
for the receiver service interface.

You need to create one data type, one message type, and an inbound service
interface for the receiver component for the integration scenario.

To begin designing objects for the receiver component in SWC_BOOKFOUNTAIN, per-
form the following steps:

1. Create data type DT_Item. In this case, you want to use one single data type to
describe both header and line items in one structure. On the sender side, you
described two separate data types for header and line items (see Figure 4.14).

Figure 4.14  Creating Data Type DT_Item
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2. Create message type MT_CustomerOrder, using the new data type DT_Item (see
Figure 4.15).

Figure 4.15  Creating Message Type MT_CustomerOrder

3. Create service interface SIIA_CustomerOrder using message type MT_Customer-
Order. Make sure you change the Category attribute to Inbound, and the
Mode of the interface must be Asynchronous (see Figure 4.16). Here, SIIA is
our naming convention for service interface inbound asynchronous.

You have now finished the creation of sender and receiver design objects. The
next and final step of this part of the exercise is to construct the mapping and
translation of the input message into the output message. For that purpose, you
will create new mapping objects in SWC_MAPPINGS.

You need to create an operation mapping that will be in charge of mapping the
inbound service interface operation into the outbound service interface opera-
tion. Imagine if you had a service interface with multiple operations instead of
only one (like the one in the example); then, you could have many different oper-
ation mappings for all of them. You also need to create the message mapping that
actually performs the real mapping and message translation tasks in the back-
ground.
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Figure 4.16  Creating Service Interface SIIA_CustomerOrder

Because we decided to use the bottom-up approach, start by creating the message
mapping and then the operation mapping:

1. Click on Object from the main menu or press (Ctrl) + (N) to create a new repos-
itory object. Click on Mapping Objects and then on Message Mapping.

2. Fill in the following values:

� Name: MM_SIOA_PurchaseOrder_to_SIIA_CustomerOrder (another option for
a logical name could be, for instance, based on the message types: MT_Pur-
chaseOrder_to_MT_CustomerOrder; MM is our naming convention for mes-
sage mapping)

� Namespace: urn:readersparadise.com:scm:procurement

� Software Component Version: SWC_MAPPINGS

3. Click on Create.

4. The new Message Mapping Editor is displayed on the screen. You can now
select the source and target messages from the menu; choose the Definition

tab and the leftmost button, as shown in Figure 4.17. Select MT_PurchaseOrder
from SWCV_READERSPARADISE and MT_CustomerOrder from SWCV_BOOKFOUNTAIN.
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Figure 4.17  Selecting Source and Target Message

5. Now that you have selected the correct message types, you can take care of the
mapping and transformation. Perform the mapping using drag and drop from
source to target. Your mapping should look like the one shown in Figure 4.18.

Figure 4.18  MT_PurchaseOrder_to_MTCustomerOrder Message Mapping

Before you can finish your mapping, you need to perform a final action. As you
already may have noticed, the source message contains a complex element called
Address, which contains different children elements. On the target side, there is
one simple type element (of type string), which carries all address details of an
order separated by commas. You have to concatenate the different values con-
tained in the source address into one single field on the target message. You will
use a standard, out-of-the-box function for this purpose. Proceed as follows:

1. Drag the concat function (located at the very bottom of the Mapping Editor)
and all necessary source and target fields to the mapping area (see Figure 4.19).
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Figure 4.19  concat Function in Message Mapping

2. Note that you need to add the concat function two times, because it only
accepts two inputs per function. Double-click on both concat functions, and
add a comma as the delimiter string (see Figure 4.20). When finished, test your
mapping by selecting the Test tab and entering some data in the source struc-
ture, and then click on the Test button in the lower left. If you are happy with
the test results of the mapping, then save your work.

Figure 4.20  Delimiter String Parameter in concat Function

You are only one step away from finishing the exercise for this chapter. Let’s see
how all the pieces come together when you create the operation mapping:

1. Click on Object from the main menu or press (Ctrl) + (N) to create a new repos-
itory object. Click on Mapping Objects and then Operation Mapping.

2. Fill in the following values:

� Name: OM_SIOA_PurchaseOrder_to_SIIA_CustomerOrder (OM is our naming
convention for operation mappings)

� Namespace: urn:readersparadise.com:scm:procurement

� Software Component Version: SWC_MAPPINGS

3. Click on Create.

4. The new Operation Mapping Editor is displayed on the screen. You can now
select the source and target service interfaces from the menu; choose the
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Definition tab and the leftmost button, as shown in Figure 4.21. Select SIOA_
PurchaseOrder from SWCV_READERSPARADISE and SIIA_CustomerOrder from
SWCV_BOOKFOUNTAIN.

5. Select MM_SIOA_PurchaseOrder_to_SIIA_CustomerOrder as the mapping pro-
gram. Save your work (see Figure 4.21).

6. Go to the Change Lists Overview tab, and activate all change lists for the cre-
ated design objects.

Figure 4.21  Creating Operation Mapping for Service Interfaces
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5 Working with the Integration Directory

After reading Chapter 5, you should be familiar with the key notions and con-
cepts of the Integration Directory. We will build from the same exercise that was
started in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. In those exercises, a book store called
Reader’s Paradise required an interface to assist in the ordering of books from its
main supplier, Book Fountain.

5.1 Exercise Description

You have now been provided with the following additional information and
requirements about the type of system connectivity used on the interface’s
sender (Reader’s Paradise) and receiver (Book Fountain) sides:

� Reader’s Paradise (sender system) 
Reader’s Paradise will be using a portal to enter the orders. The portal system
is capable of calling web services (SOAP), and as such it is the preferred con-
nectivity for the organization.

� Book Fountain (receiver system) 
Book Fountain uses an older system to receive purchase orders from its cus-
tomers. The system can only be integrated with via an FTP server. The FTP
server details are as follows:

� Hostname: ftp.mybookfountain.com

� Port: 21

� Username: aspecialuser

� Password: mypassword

� Folder: /orders/fromReadersParadise/inbox

� Filename: follow the naming format: orders-<datetime>.xml

Note

This FTP server does not exist in reality; the data provided are fictional. When doing the
exercise, use your own FTP server.
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Working with the Integration Directory5
5.2 Exercise Solution Approach

In Chapter 3, you created all the SLD objects required to build the functionality.
These included products, software components, technical systems, and business
systems.

In Chapter 4, you also created ESR-related objects. These included namespaces,
data types, message types, service interfaces, message mappings, and operation
mappings. All of these objects that have been created in the SLD and ESR form the
basis and foundation to proceed with this chapter’s solution. It is now time to
build all needed Integration Directory objects to achieve the integration between
the two companies. The next sections will provide step-by-step instructions for
how to achieve the required solution.

5.3 Exercise Step-by-Step Solution

In the next sections, you will explore each one of the steps needed to put together
an interface configuration.

5.3.1 Importing Business Systems from SLD

The first step will be to launch the Java Web Start application by going to the
landing page of SAP PO and clicking on the Integration Builder link. Open a
web browser, and go to http://<hostname>:<port>/dir; log in with your SAP PO
credentials when prompted.

To configure the sender, you need to have both the sender and receiver business
systems available in the Integration Directory. The business systems need to be
retrieved from the SLD. To do so, proceed as follows:

1. Expand the Communication Component Without Party node and the Busi-

ness System node underneath it.

2. Right-click on Business System, and select Assign Business System. You will
see a new screen, on which you will need to click on the Continue button.

3. On the next screen, select both the sender and receiver business systems (BS_
READERSPARADISE and BS_BOOKFOUNTAIN), and click on Finish (see Figure 5.1).

These two business systems are now available in the Integration Directory.
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Figure 5.1  Import Business Systems into the Integration Directory from the SLD

5.3.2 Creating Communication Channels for Business Systems

The next step is to create the sender and receiver communication channels for the
BS_READERSPARADISE and BS_BOOKFOUNTAIN business systems. You already know
(from the exercise description earlier) that the sender communication channel
type is SOAP and the receiver channel is FTP. Perform the following steps to cre-
ate the channels:

1. Expand the newly imported BS_READERSPARADISE business system node. Right-
click on its Communication Channel section, and select New.

2. You then get a new screen, on which you will need to specify the communica-
tion channel name and description. For the name, use CC_SOAP_Sender_Order,
and put any description that you wish in the Description field.

3. Choose SOAP for the Adapter Type.

4. Select the Sender radio button, and set Quality of Service to Exactly Once,

because this scenario is asynchronous and you do not expect a response. Leave
the other fields set with default values.

5. Click on the Save button on the menu. At the end, your communication chan-
nel should like the one presented in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2  Setup of the SOAP Sender Communication Channel for the Business System BS_
READERSPARADISE

Now, you will create the receiver channel for the BS_BOOKFOUNTAIN business sys-
tem. Proceed as follows:

1. Expand the newly imported BS_BOOKFOUNTAIN business system node. Right-
click on its Communication Channel section, and select New.

2. On the next screen, specify the communication channel name and description.
Use CC_FTP_Receiver_Order for the name, and put any description that you
wish in the description field.

3. Choose File for the Adapter Type and set the Transport Protocol to File

Transfer Protocol (FTP).

4. Select the Receiver radio button.
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5. Fill in values for the FTP server as indicated in Section Section 5.1.

6. Click on the Save button on the menu. At the end, your communication chan-
nel should like the one presented in Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.3  Setup of the FTP(File) Receiver Communication Channel for the Business System BS_
BOOKFOUNTAIN

5.3.3 Creating an Integrated Configuration for the Scenario

Now that we have the business systems and communication channels in the Inte-
gration Directory, it is time to glue everything together using the Integrated Con-
figuration (ICO). Proceed as follows:

1. Right-click on Integrated Configuration on the Object Type list, and select
New.

2. You will see a new screen, on which you need to fill in the following details:
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� Sender Communication Component: BS_READERSPARADISE

� Sender Interface: SIOA_PurchaseOrder (select this using the value help)

� Namespace: Will be automatically filled in; the correct namespace is
urn:readersparadise.com:scm:procurement:erp

3. Click on the Create button. You are presented with another screen, allowing
you to fill in the inbound processing details.

Now, you are ready to configure each step of the message exchange pipeline. We
will explore each of the steps in the next sections.

Inbound Processing

Picking up from the previous step, fill the inbound processing by specifying the
sender communication channel to be used. The final result should look like Fig-
ure 5.4.

Figure 5.4  Inbound Processing Setup
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Receiver

There is no special routing required; all messages should be forwarded to the BS_
BOOKFOUNTAIN business system. Proceed as follows:

1. Select the Receiver tab.

2. In the Communication Component field (at the bottom right corner of the
Receiver tab), select the receiver business system BS_BOOKFOUNTAIN. You can
use the value help to make the selection. The final result should look like Figure
5.5.

Figure 5.5  Receiver Setup

Receiver Interfaces

To set up the receiver interface, select the mapping to be used to make the trans-
formation from the source structure to the receiver structure. Proceed as follows:

1. Select the Receiver interfaces tab.

2. In the Operation Mapping field, select the appropriate mapping using the
value help. In this case, the mapping should be called OM_SIOA_PurchaseOr-

der_to_SIIA_CustomerOrder; you created this mapping in Chapter 4. The
final result should look like Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6  Receiver Interfaces Setup

Outbound Processing

This is the last step of the processing pipeline. You need to specify the receiver
communication channel to be used in sending the message to the FTP server. Pro-
ceed as follows:

1. Select the Outbound Processing tab.

2. Select the receiver communication channel previously created (CC_FTP_

Receiver_Order).

3. Save the created ICO. The final result should look like Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7  Outbound Processing Setup

The service is mostly ready, but there are a few more additional activation steps
required before you can test your service. All of the objects that you created so far
are still part of your change list and are not yet activated. As a result, the fruit of
your labor is not yet reflected in the runtime system, and other developers cannot
yet use it. To activate all of your newly created objects, proceed as follows:

1. In the Integration Directory, click on the Change Lists tab. On this tab, you
should see a change list containing all the objects that you recently created.

2. Right-click on the change list, and select Activate.

After a successful activation, your objects are now present in the runtime, and the
scenario is ready to be tested.

5.3.4 Test Your Service

Now that the interface has been created, you are ready to test it. You will need to
get the WDSL from the interface that you just created and call the service with
your preferred SOAP client. To get the WSDL details, proceed as follows:
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1. Double-click on the ICO that you created.

2. From the top menu, click on Integrated Configuration, then Display WSDL.

3. You will see a new screen, on which you can click on WSDL-URL to buffer.
You then will see the URL of the WSDL that you can use from your SOAP client.
Alternatively, you can click on the Save button to download the WSDL (see Fig-
ure 5.8).

Figure 5.8  Downloading the WSDL or Getting the URL of a Particular ICO
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6 Building an Integration Flow

This section contains an exercise that helps to further understand working with
Integration Flows (iFlows) in SAP PO with the support of SAP NetWeaver Devel-
oper Studio, as discussed in Chapter 6. In this exercise, we provide practical
insight into working with SAP NetWeaver Developer Studio to build an iFlow
and deploying and monitoring iFlows.

6.1 Exercise Description

You have been informed that Reader’s Paradise’s book supplier, Book Fountain,
only quotes prices in USD. However, because Reader’s Paradise has an interna-
tionally established chain of book stores, you need to convert the price quoted in
USD to various other currencies.

As a result, you have been asked to build an interface to enable currency conver-
sion functionality in the various customer portals of Reader’s Paradise. With the
interface that you will build, potential customers will be able convert book prizes
from USD to their local currency (e.g., EUR).

6.2 Exercise Solution Approach

You will be using an iFlow to build this SAP PO interface. For simplicity’s sake, we
will make use of a freely available currency conversion web service. The service’s
WSDL can be found at www.webservicex.net/CurrencyConvertor.asmx?WSDL .

The iFlow to be built should then connect the Reader’s Paradise stores’ portals via
a web service (SOAP adapter), call the currency conversion service on the receiver
side (WebserviceX), and return a conversion rate as the response. The scenario to
be built and the system involved are presented in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1  iFlow Scenario for Conversion between USD and Local Currencies 
on the Reader’s Paradise Portal

The currency conversion service requires two currency ISO codes as input and
will return the conversion rate.

6.3 Exercise Step-by-Step Solution

To successfully complete this exercise, a step-by-step description of all the neces-
sary actions and steps to be performed are discussed in the next sections. Start by
downloading the WSDL of the external currency web service.

6.3.1 Download the WSDL

The web service to be consumed in this scenario for the currency conversion is a
free web service provided by WebserviceX. WebserviceX serves about six million
web transactions per day. The currency converter web service takes two inputs
and returns an exchange rate as the result. The WSDL contains enumerations of
different currencies with three-letter abbreviations (ISO codes).

Download the WSDL file for this scenario, provided by WebserviceX, via the link
provided in Section 6.2. Save the WSDL in a directory on your local computer.
The next step is to create all the required services interfaces to support the iFlow.

SAP Process
Orchestration

Reader’s Paradise
Portal

WebserviceX
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6.3.2 Create Service Interfaces in ESR

You need to create two synchronous service interfaces: one for the sender sys-
tems (outbound) and one for the receiver system (inbound). Perform the follow-
ing steps to create these service interfaces:

1. Go to the SAP PO landing page and click on the ESR Builder link.

2. Import the three software components created during the exercise in Chapter 3.

3. The software components to be imported are as follows:

� SWC_BOOKFOUNTAIN

� SWC_READERSPARADISE

� SWC_MAPPINGS

Note

If you worked through the Chapter 3 exercise, then you can skip this step.

4. Create three namespaces within the three software components according to
these specifications:

� “urn:readersparadise.com:currency:webservicex” for the software com-
ponent SWC_BOOKFOUNTAIN

� “urn:readersparadise.com:currency:portal” for the software component 
SWC_READERSPARADISE

� “urn:readersparadise.com:currency:mapping” for the software component 
SWC_MAPPINGS

5. You should by now be familiar with how to create namespaces within a soft-
ware component. Figure 6.2 summarizes the steps involved.

6. Activate the namespaces created.

Figure 6.2  Creating a Namespace within a Software Component
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Now that you have all the required namespaces, import the external WSDL. The
WSDL will need to be imported as an external definition into the urn:reader-
sparadise.com:currency:portal and urn:readersparadise.com:currency:web-
servicex namespaces. Follow these steps:

1. On the menu toolbar, select Tools � Import External Definitions… (see Fig-
ure 6.3). Follow the wizard until you have successfully imported the WSDL.

2. Save and activate the objects.

Figure 6.3  Importing External Definitions into the ESR

3. Create an outbound service interface in the namespace urn:readerspara-
dise.com:currency:portal (see Figure 6.4).

Figure 6.4  Service Interface Object Creation

4. Set the properties of the outbound service interface created earlier according to
the details shown in Figure 6.5.
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Figure 6.5  Outbound Service Interface Properties

5. Create the inbound service interface with the name SIIS_ReadersParadiseWeb-
servicex in the urn:readersparadise.com:currency:webservicex namespace,
and set the properties as shown in Figure 6.6.

6. Save and activate the objects created thus far.
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Figure 6.6  Inbound Service Interface Properties

You are now done creating objects in the ESR.

Note

For this scenario, no mappings will be created, because the structure of the outbound
and inbound service interfaces are exactly the same.

6.3.3 Create and Configure the iFlow

Before starting, you need to make sure that SAP NetWeaver Developer Studio has
been configured to point to your SAP PO machine. In particular, check that SAP
NetWeaver Developer Studio is configured to connect to the ESR and to the SAP
PI Configuration Tools (refer to Section 6.1.2 in the book for more details).
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To create an iFlow, the following actions need to be performed:

1. From SAP NetWeaver Developer Studio, switch to the SAP Process Integra-

tion Designer perspective, and log on.

2. Import the two business systems (BS_READERSPARADISE and BS_ BOOKFOUNTAIN)
created in the Chapter 3 exercise. Figure 6.7 shows how to start the import.

Figure 6.7  Importing the Business Systems from the SLD

With the business system now available in SAP NetWeaver Developer Studio, you
can proceed with the creation of the iFlow. Follow these steps:

1. Right-click on the Integration Flow node, and select the New Integration

Flow option. Name the new iFlow IF_ReadersParadiseCurrencyService.

2. On the first screen of the wizard that opens, select options as shown in Figure
6.8.

3. Click on the Finish button.
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Figure 6.8  iFlow Properties Options to Be Selected

4. Configure the sender system by right-clicking on the sender system component
and selecting the Assign Business system option. You then need to choose the
BS_READERSPARADISE business system.

5. Right-click on the interface component, and choose the option Assign Inter-

face; choose SIOS_ReadersParadisePortal.

6. Right-click on the channel adapter component, and select the Configure Chan-

nel option. Set the properties of the channel as shown in Figure 6.9.
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Figure 6.9  The iFlow’s Sender Communication Channel Configuration

7. Configure the receiver system by right-clicking on the sender system compo-
nent and selecting the Assign Business System option. Choose BS_ BOOKFOUN-
TAIN as the business system.

8. Select the interface component on the receiver, and choose the option Assign

Interface; choose SIIS_ReadersParadiseWebservicex.

9. Right-click on the channel adapter component, and select the Configure

Channel option. Set the properties of the channel as shown in Figure 6.10.

Figure 6.10  The iFlow’s Receiver Communication Channel Configuration

10. Configure the endpoint on the receiver channel by clicking on the Adapter-

Specific tab and setting the target URL to http://www.webservicex.net/Curren-
cyConvertor.asmx and the action to http://www.webserviceX.NET/Conversion-
Rate.

After all of the preceding steps have been performed, the iFlow should look
like Figure 6.11.
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Figure 6.11  Overview of the Created and Configured iFlow

11. Activate the iFlow by right-clicking on the IF_ReadersParadiseService entry
(on the PI explorer view located on the left side of NWDS) and selecting the
Activate option. You will see a popup asking if you want to activate; click on
Yes to complete the iFlow activation.

12. Right-click one more time on the iFlow, and select the Deploy option to
deploy it into the server. The deployment is triggered, and you will see a
popup in which you need to click on the Yes option. This will deploy the
iFlow into the SAP PO server.

Now that you are done with the deployment, it is time to run the iFlow.

6.3.4 Testing

To test the iFlow that has been deployed in the server, perform the following
actions:

1. Log on to the Integration Directory, and expand the Integration Flow node.

2. Open the ICO created as a result of the iFlow. From the ICO, click on the Inte-

grated Configuration menu item, and select the Display WSDL option (see
Figure 6.12).

3. Save the WSDL to your local machine.
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Figure 6.12  Displaying the iFlow WSDL

4. Simulate the Reader’s Paradise portal with the SOAP UI client tool. SOAP UI is
an external open source tool.

5. You can then import the saved WSDL into the SOAP UI as a new project (see
Figure 6.13).

Figure 6.13  SOAP UI Client Request and Response Messages

Voilà! Congratulations!
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10 Creating Your First SAP Business Process 
Management Process

This section contains an exercise to help the reader apply the knowledge of SAP
Business Process Management (BPM) learned in Chapter 10.

10.1 Exercise Description

Reader’s Paradise uses SAP PO to send orders to its main supplier, Book Fountain.
As is customary in such a process, Book Fountain needs to send an order acknowl-
edgment back to Reader’s Paradise. You have been asked to build an interface to
receive the order acknowledgement (on the Reader’s Paradise side) and send it to
your company’s backend application. Building such an interface in SAP PO is a
piece of cake.

However, you have been informed that the supplier uses a legacy system and can
only send a separate acknowledgement for each of the items included in the orig-
inal order. For example, if the original order that you sent to Book Fountain
included 500 items, then you would receive 500 acknowledgements back (as sep-
arate messages).

Needless to say, this situation will create a high load and decrease performance
on the Reader’s Paradise backend application. The specialist on the application
side has asked you (as the integration specialist) to collect all of these acknowl-
edgement messages and consolidate them into one single acknowledgement mes-
sage. This consolidated acknowledgement message then needs to be sent as a col-
lection of acknowledgement messages to the backend application.

Note

In this practical exercise, SAP BPM is purely used to support a technical and system-cen-
tric process that does not involve a human task.
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10.2 Exercise Solution Approach

Based upon the exercise description, you need to implement a process that sup-
ports a collection pattern. To resolve this challenge, you need to perform the fol-
lowing high-level steps:

1. Create a development component (DC) that will hold the SAP BPM process.

2. Model the SAP BPM process.

3. Configure the process steps where relevant.

4. Build the process and deploy it to the SAP PO server.

5. Perform the required SOA configuration on the deployed SAP BPM process.

While building the collect pattern, we will make the following extra assumptions:

� Each process instance will be able to collect up to 10 acknowledgement mes-
sages.

� Each process instance should only run for a maximum of five minutes.

10.3 Exercise Step-by-Step Solution

We’ll now explore each of the high-level steps listed in the previous section in
more detail.

10.3.1 Prerequisite SAP NetWeaver Developer Studio Setup

The first action as part of this process is to make sure that SAP NetWeaver Devel-
oper Studio is configured and set up. This is a two-step configuration that covers
the SAP AS Java and the ESR, as we explain in the next sections.

SAP AS Java

This configuration helps to point your SAP NetWeaver Developer Studio develop-
ment client to the SAP PO server where the modeled and developed SAP BPM
process will need to be deployed. Perform the following actions to configure SAP
NetWeaver Developer Studio:
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1. After launching SAP NetWeaver Developer Studio, go to the Window tab on
the top menu.

2. Select the Preferences option.

3. From the popup screen, select SAP AS Java on the left side and then Add on
the right side of the popup screen.

4. You are then prompted with a new window, where you provide the hostname
and instance number of the SAP PO server (see Figure 10.1).

Figure 10.1  Configuration of the SAP AS Java in SAP NetWeaver Developer Studio

5. Click on OK. Your newly added SAP PO server will be added in the SAP AS Java
list. Be aware that you are able to add multiple SAP PO servers in this list. You
can also set the server that you are currently using as the default system.

After these steps, you are ready to configure a connection to the ESR.

Enterprise Service Repository Connection

This is an optional setting and is only necessary when the SAP BPM process to be
developed requires objects from the ESR to be imported in SAP NetWeaver
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Developer Studio. Perform the following actions to set up the connection to the
ESR:

1. From the top menu of SAP NetWeaver Developer Studio, go to the Window

tab.

2. Select the Preferences option.

3. Navigate to the Web Services section (on the left side of the screen), and
expand the node (see Figure 10.2).

4. Choose Enterprise Service Browser.

5. Add your server details as shown in Figure 10.2.

Figure 10.2  Connection Settings for the ESR
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10.3.2 Create a Service Interface in the ESR

The SAP BPM process that you are about to build require you to use an order
acknowledgement message WSDL. Therefore, make sure that the service inter-
face of this message structure is available in the ESR of your SAP PO system. Cre-
ate all relevant structures (data types and message types) in the ESR under the
software component of your choice.

Note

If you have done the previous exercises, then you can use the SWC_BOOKFOUNTAIN soft-
ware component.

For simplicity’s sake, you will use two very minimalistic message structures. The
structure to be created for the SAP BPM inbound message should contain the
fields presented in Table 10.1. Note that this structure can only hold one item,
because Book Fountain is only able to send one item per acknowledgment mes-
sage.

The data type that goes with the structure presented should be named DT_Order-
Ack, and the message type should be MT_OrderAck. You need to create and name
an inbound service interface: SIIA_OrderAcknowledgement.

You also need another structure to hold the aggregated order acknowledgements.
This collection of acknowledgements will then be sent from SAP BPM to the back-
end application. The structure to hold this collection is presented in Table 10.2.

Field Name Type Occurrence

AcknowledgementId String 1

OrderNumber String 1

LineItem LineItemType 1

ItemID String 1

ItemName String 0...1

Table 10.1  Minimalistic Order Acknowledgement Message Structure for a Single Item
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The data type that goes with the structure presented should be named DT_Order-
Confirmation, and the message type should be MT_OrderConfirmation. An out-
bound service interface also needs to be created and named SIOA_OrderConfir-
mation. Note that the data type DT_OrderConfirmation contains multiple items, as
opposed to DT_OrderAck, which only contains one item.

We are not going to spend time here explaining how to create a new service inter-
face in the ESR; if you need a refresher, refer back to Chapter 4. Furthermore, you
will also need to create the interface either as an ICO or iFlow.

10.3.3 Create a Development Component

Note

Be aware that for simplicity’s sake, we are developing this exercise via the local devel-
opment configuration, so there is no development infrastructure (SAP NetWeaver
Development Infrastructure).

To create a new DC for the process, proceed as follows:

1. Launch SAP NetWeaver Developer Studio, and switch to the Development

Infrastructure perspective.

2. Extend the localDevelopment development configuration and the MyComponent
software component.

3. Right-click on the MyComponent software component, and choose the New

option from the context menu.

4. From the resulting submenu, select the Development Component… option
(see Figure 10.3).

Field name Type Occurrence

OrderNumber String 1

LineItem LineItemType 1…n

ItemID String 1

ItemName String 0...1

Table 10.2  Aggregated Order Acknowledgement Message Structure
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Figure 10.3  Create a New DC in Your Software Component

5. On the next screen, specify the type of development component to be created
as Process Composer (see Figure 10.4).

Figure 10.4  Selecting the Process Composer DC Type
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6. After selecting the desired DC type, click on the Next button to proceed with
the wizard.

7. Provide the details of the DC to be created. This includes the name and a ven-
dor. We suggest the name dc_collectack and the vendor readersparadise.com
(see Figure 10.5).

Figure 10.5  Last Step in the Creation of a New DC

8. Click on the Finish button to complete the DC.

9. You will see a popup screen asking if SAP NetWeaver Developer Studio
should switch to the Process Development perspective. Accept the sugges-
tion by clicking on the Yes button.

10. You are redirected to the Process Development perspective. This perspective
contains all of the views that allow you to model your BPMN object and
develop your process.
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10.3.4 Creating and Modeling your BPMN

Now that all of the required development components for your development
have been created, it is time to start the SAP BPM development activities. The first
step is to create a process from which you will draw your BPMN model. To create
an SAP BPM process, perform the following tasks:

1. On the left side of the perspective, right-click on the Process category and
select New process....

2. You will see a popup screen, where you specify a few attributes. Table 10.3
describes each of these attributes; fill in the details accordingly.

3. After filling in all attributes’ details, click on the Finish button.

An empty process is created, from which you can now model the desired BPMN.
By default, the empty process only contains a start event, an end event, and a con-
nection line between them. This default process can be seen in Figure 10.6. Pro-
ceed as follows to model the process:

1. Delete the connection line between the start and end events.

2. Model the BPMN of the acknowledgement order collection by placing the dif-
ferent flow objects into the diagram.

Attribute Name Description

Process Name OrderAckCollection

Documentation Process implementing the collect pattern 
for order acknowledgements

Orientation Left to Right

New Pool Select the New Pool checkbox

Pool Name OrderAckCollectionPool

Lanes BookFountain, BPM, SAPECC

Table 10.3  Attributes Required to Create an SAP BPM Process
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Figure 10.6  Empty Generated Process

The final product of the modeling looks like Figure 10.7.

Figure 10.7  BPMN of the Process of Collecting Acknowledgements
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The BPMN model represented in Figure 10.7 can be described via the steps pre-
sented in Table 10.4. The Step # column in the table references the numbers
shown in Figure 10.7.

Step # Step Type Description

1 Start Event This step will start the process by receiving an order 
acknowledgement message from Book Fountain.

As soon as a new order acknowledgement message is 
received in the SAP BPM engine, a check is performed 
to verify that there are no other running process 
instances with the same order number (used as the cor-
relation ID). If such a correlation does not exist, then a 
new process instance is started.

If a correlation ID does exist, then the message will join 
an existing process instance. After a process has started, 
the process moves to step 2.

2 Event-Based Choice This step braches to the left or right depending on 
which event first occurs. In this case, you have an Inter-
mediary Message on the one side (step 3) and an inter-
mediate Timer on the other (step 6).

3 Intermediary Message After a new instance of the SAP BPM process (with a 
particular correlation ID) has been created, all new 
intermediary order acknowledgement messages arriving 
will be processed by this step. Then, the process con-
trols move to step 4.

Furthermore, the received order acknowledgement 
needs to be appended to the process context.

4 Mapping Activity This mapping increases the counter upon the arrival of a 
new intermediary message event. After that, the process 
controls move to step 5.

5 Exclusive Choice This gateway evaluates whether you have the process 
needs to look back to step 2 and collect more acknowl-
edgements. This is true if you have collected less than 
10 acknowledgements so far.

If you have already obtained the 10 required order 
acknowledgements, then the process flow will proceed 
to step 7.

Table 10.4  BPMN Steps
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10.3.5 Configuring the Flow Object Properties

Now that the BPMN has been modeled, it is time to configure every one of the
flow objects that are represented in it. Configuring these objects gives more con-
text and meaning to the model.

One of the first steps to be performed is to import the required WSDLs and create
the necessary data objects to hold process context data. These configurations are
necessary to turn the process model into a runnable process.

The next section will show and describe the configuration setting of each step in
order.

Import the Necessary Service Interfaces or WSDLs

One of the first things to do is to import an existing structure from the ESR. In
this case, you will import two service interfaces: one to hold an individual order
acknowledgement and one to hold the collection of acknowledgements.

To import the service interfaces from the ESR, perform the following steps:

1. Expand your project from SAP NetWeaver Developer Studio’s Project

Explorer view until you reach the Service Interface folder node.

2. Using the context menu on the Service Interface folder node, select the option
Import WSDL....

3. A wizard opens in which you need to select the Enterprise Service Repository

radio box as the source for the WSDL (see Figure 10.8).

4. Click on Next to proceed with the wizard.

6 Intermediate Timer This step is meant to interrupt the process after the pro-
cess has been running for more than 10 minutes, after 
which the process flow moves to step 7.

7 Automated Activity Calls the service to send the collected set of acknowl-
edgements to the backend application that will store 
the collected acknowledgments.

Step # Step Type Description

Table 10.4  BPMN Steps (Cont.)
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Figure 10.8  Importing the WSDL from the ESR

5. Navigate to the appropriate software component and namespace where the
order acknowledgement service interface can be found, and select it. In this
case, the service interface to be imported is called SIIA_OrderAcknowledgement
(see Figure 10.9).

Figure 10.9  Choosing the Appropriate Service Interface from the ESR

6. Click on Next, and specify a name for your service group; it is important to pro-
vide a meaningful name.

7. Click on the Finish button.
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As a result, the imported WSDL and all its related XSDs are now available in your
project under the Data Types and Services Interfaces folders.

Repeat the preceding steps to import the outbound service interface, SIOA_Order-
Confirmations. Now, it is time to create the new data objects and link them to the
imported data objects.

Create Data Objects

In order to support the process, you need to create and add three data objects,
according to Table 10.5.

Start by creating the first data object (DO_OrderAck), as described in Table 10.5.
This data object needs to hold the content of a message arriving and starting the
process. Proceed as follows:

1. Drag and drop an artifact of type data object to the SAP BPM diagram.

2. Select the newly added data object from the diagram, and the Properties view
will be displayed at the bottom of the screen.

3. On the general tab, rename the data object to DO_OrderAck.

4. Click on the Data Type tab. Use the dropdown field to select the Browse option
(see Figure 10.10).

Name Data Types

 DO_OrderAck � DT_OrderAck

� urn:readersparadise.com:scm:pro-
curement:supplier

DO_OrderConfirmationCollection � DT_OrderConfirmation

� urn:readersparadise.com:scm:pro-
curement:supplier

DO_CorrelationID � String

� http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema

DO_Counter � int

� http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema

Table 10.5  Data Objects to Be Created and Their Corresponding Data Types
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Figure 10.10  Assigning a Data Type for the Data Object

5. You will see a popup allowing you to select the desired data type. In this case,
select the data type DT_OrderAck, because that is the underlying data type
behind the imported service interface SIIA_OrderAcknowledgement.

Repeat all of the preceding steps to create the three additional data objects listed
in Table 10.5—namely, DO_OrderConfirmationCollection, DO_CorrelationID,
and DO_Counter.

DO_OrderConfirmationCollection will be used to collect and aggregate all
received acknowledgments, DO_CorrelationID is intended to keep a reference to
the OrderNumber field and to be used as a correlation ID to match all other incom-
ing acknowledgement messages, and DO_Counter will be used to keep count of
the number of message acknowledgements received.

In the next sections, we will explore each of the steps included in the BPMN
model that was presented in Figure 10.7.

Step 1: Start Event

To configure the start event, proceed as follows:

1. Select the Start event from the BPMN diagram.

2. The Properties view is then displayed in the bottom of the screen. From the
Properties view, choose the Event Trigger tab.

3. Make sure that the trigger type Message is selected. Open the dropdown menu
of the Trigger field, and select the New… option (see Figure 10.11).
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Figure 10.11  Creating a New Message Trigger for the Start Event

4. A new wizard starts in which you must specifiy the name of the message trigger
(use OrderAcknowledgementMsg). Leave all other fields in this screen set to the
proposed default values. Click on the Next button to proceed with the wizard.

5. On the next screen, use the dropdown of the Service field to select the service
interface that you previously imported from the ESR. In this case, the service
interface is called SIIA_OrderAcknowledgement, but this could be different,
depending on how you named your service interface (see Figure 10.12).

Figure 10.12  Details of the Message Trigger to Be Used for the Start Event

6. Click on the Finish button to complete the creation of the message trigger.

Next, you need to configure the output mapping of the start event. In the output
napping, you also want to transform the initial (acknowledgement) message that
started the process to the DO_OrderAck data object and to initialize all other pro-
cess context.
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Proceed with these steps:

1. From the Properties view, select the Output Mapping tab.

2. Figure 10.13 shows all of the process context data objects (on the right side)
mapped using the output of the start event (on the left side). The details of the
mapping to be applied are described in Table 10.6.

Figure 10.13  Mapping the Process Context Data

You are now done with the start event and can proceed to configure other flow
objects.

Step 2: Event-Based Choice

This step does not require any configuration. SAP BPM knows whether to branch
to the left or right side of the process based on which event first occurs. The two
possible events include an intermediary message (step 3) or an intermediary
message timer (step 6).

Target Field Mapping Rule

DO_Counter Initialize the field with the constant 1.

DO_CorrelationID Needs to be mapped from the OrderNumber 
field of the acknowledgment message. There-
fore, use the expression MT_OrderAck/
OrderNumber.

DO_OrderAck Needs to be mapped from the source 
message type MT_OrderAck.

DO_OrderConfirmationCollection Needs to be initialized from the source 
message type MT_OrderAck.

Table 10.6  Mapping Rules between the Output of the start Event and the Process Context
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Step 3: Intermediary Message

This step needs to be configured to intercept all order acknowledgement mes-
sages that match a particular correlation ID. Given that you have already created
a trigger for the acknowledgment message, that trigger can be reused here.

To configure this step, proceed in the following manner:

1. Select the Intermediary Message from the BPMN diagram.

2. The Properties view opens in the bottom of the screen. From the Properties

view, choose the Event Trigger tab.

3. Make sure that the trigger type Message is selected. Select the option Order-

AcknowledgementMsg from the dropdown field Trigger. This is the same
message trigger used for the start event.

4. From the Properties view, select the Output Mapping tab. On this tab, you
need to append the newly received order acknowledgement to the existing
aggregated data object (DO_OrderConfirmationCollection; see Figure 10.14).

Figure 10.14  Append Newly Received Acknowledgment to Existing One

Note in Figure 10.14 that only the LineItem part of the acknowledgment message
is appended to the target structure. This is because you are not interested in the
rest of the message structure. Also note that the assignment of type Append needs
to be used to ensure that the new item is appended instead of overwriting the
existing target structure.

Furthermore, you need to configure the correlation of the intermediary message.
In the correlation, you need to specify the condition under which the received
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order acknowledgement needs to be assigned to a running process instance. To
configure the correlation, choose the Correlation condition tab from the Prop-

erties view. You then need to use the following expression:

string-equal(MT_OrderAck/OrderNumber,DO_CorrelationID)

This expression will compare the order number on the incoming acknowledge-
ment to the existing correlation ID of the process instance. If the expression
returns a Boolean true, then it is considered a match.

Note that the preceding expression might look slightly different than yours,
depending on the name of your data type.

Step 4: Mapping Activity

In this step (the mapping step), the counter data object needs to be increased. This
will ensure that DO_Counter is always in line with the number of acknowledge-
ment messages collected by the process instance.

To configure the mapping activity, start by selecting the Mapping Activity from
the BPMN diagram.

Then, select the Mapping tab under the Properties view. From this tab, you will
need to use an expression to increment the DO_Counter data object. The end
result is shown in Figure 10.15. The expression to be used is DO_Counter + 1.

Figure 10.15  Increasing the Counter DO
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After the counter has been incremented, the process control moves to the exclu-
sive choice.

Step 5: Exclusive Choice

From this gateway, the process will decide to take one of the following actions:

� Return to the event-based choice (step 2) and wait for more acknowledge-
ments to arrive. This route needs to be followed if the total number of collected
acknowledgements is less than 10 or whatever other number you choose to set.

� If 10 order acknowledgements have already been collected by the process, then
the process will move to the automated activity to call the backend application
(step 7).

To configure the Exclusive Choice gateway, you will need to start by selecting it
from the BPMN diagram. Then, select the Condition Evaluation tab under the
Properties view. Use the expression DO_Counter < 10 for the connection to loop
back.

Furthermore, you need to select the Default Gate checkbox for the Call Backend
connection (see Figure 10.16).

Figure 10.16  Configuration of the Exclusive Choice

Step 6: Intermediate Timer

This step can be configured to behave as a timeout. After the time (number of
minutes/hours/days/months/years) configured in this step elapses, an event is
triggered that pushes the event-based choice to take this route instead of going to
the intermediary message event. In this case, use 5 minutes.

As soon as 5 minutes have elapsed, the process will be forced to call the backend
application (step 7) with whatever acknowledgment messages have been col-
lected so far (see Figure 10.17).
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Figure 10.17  Time Offset on the Intermediate Timer

The next step to be configured is the automated activity.

Step 7: Automated Activity

The automated activity step needs to call the service interface that will move data
to the backend application. You will be using the SIOA_OrderConfirmation ser-
vice interface, which currently holds the aggregated acknowledgements. To con-
figure the automated activity, proceed as follows:

1. Select Automated Activity from the BPMN diagram.

2. The Properties view is then displayed in the bottom of the screen. From the
Properties view, choose the Interface tab.

3. From the dropdown of the Service Interface field, select the option SIOA_

OrderConfirmation (see Figure 10.18).

Figure 10.18  Configuration of the Interface Tab of the Automated Activity

Now, you need to map the content of the DO_OrderConfirmationCollection data
object to the input structure of the automated activity. Proceed as follows:

1. From the Properties view, select the Input Mapping tab.
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2. Map all the fields of DO_OrderConfirmationCollection (on the left) to the
structure of the Automated Activity (on the right), as shown in Figure 10.19.

Figure 10.19  Mapping the Automatic Activity

You are now ready to proceed with the configuration of the last object of the
BPMN diagram: the end event.

Step 8: End Event

This is the last step in the flow. There are no manual special configuration steps to
be performed. As soon as a new message trigger is assigned to the start event, the
end event is also automatically assigned with the same message trigger event. Fig-
ure 10.20 shows what this configuration looks like.

Figure 10.20  Configuration of an End Event

Your configuration is now ready. The next step is to build and deploy the process.
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10.3.6 Build and Deploy the SAP BPM Process

After successfully modeling and configuring your process, it is now time to com-
pile it and make it available in the SAP NetWeaver server by deploying it. In order
to compile it, follow these steps:

1. In SAP NetWeaver Developer Studio, right-click on the DC to be compiled (in
this case, dc_collectact).

2. A menu will appear; choose Development Component � Build, as indicated in
Figure 10.21. This action will trigger the compilation of the DC.

Figure 10.21  Build and Deploy the DC

3. You might see a popup requesting confirmation of the DCs to be built. This step
is particularly useful in case you want to compile and/or build more than one
DC. Click on the OK button (see Figure 10.22).
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Figure 10.22  Selection of DCs to Be Built

The compilation of the DC might take a couple of seconds, depending on its size
and the speed of your local machine. The compilation might result in a fail status
if errors were found in the SAP BPM DC. In such a case, the details of the errors
will be visible in the Problems view, and you need to fix them before proceeding.

If the build task was successful, then the DC can now be deployed to the server by
performing the following steps:

1. In SAP NetWeaver Developer Studio, right-click on the DC to be compiled (in
this case, dc_collectact).

2. A menu will appear; choose Development Component � Deploy (refer back to
Figure 10.21). This action will then trigger the deployment of the DC to the
server.

Note

It is possible to see what is going on during the deployment process by looking at the
logs via the Deploy view Console tab, as shown in Figure 10.23.
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Figure 10.23  Deployment Logs in the Deploy View Console

Now that the DC has been deployed, it is time to perform SOA configurations for
the automated activity step.

10.3.7 Post-Deployment Configuration

In the SAP BPM process that was created, a SOA configuration needs to be per-
formed on the service reference of the automated activity that needs to be used to
call the backend application with the collected set of acknowledgements.

The service reference can then be configured to point to the desired service end-
point by performing the following steps:

1. Go to SAP NetWeaver Administrator via http://<host>:<port>/nwa, and log in.

2. Navigate to the SOA tab, then Application and Scenario Communication �
Application Communication. You are then presented with a list of DCs.

3. Select the DC that contains your SAP BPM process.

4. Upon selection, the bottom screen is populated with two tabs: Consumed Ser-

vice Groups and Provided Services. Because you are interested in configuring
the services that the process calls and consumes, select the Consumer Service

Groups tab.

5. Click on the Edit button.

6. Select the <create….> option from the Provider System dropdown (see Figure
10.24).
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Figure 10.24  Configuration of the Application Communication

7. A new wizard launches. On the first screen, give the service provider a name
(e.g., OrderConfirmationService). Also, select the Other radio button for the
System Type field (see Figure 10.25). Click on the Next button to proceed with
the wizard.

Figure 10.25  Provider System Creation

8. On the next screen, provide the endpoint of the service to be called. If this ser-
vice is provided from SAP AEX, then you can obtain its WSDL URL via the Dis-
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play WSDL feature of the Integration Directory. Depending on the require-
ment of the web service, you might also have to provide authentication
settings, as shown in Figure 10.26.

Figure 10.26  WS Connectivity Details for Creating a SOA Provider System

9. After the provider has been created, you are redirected to the main page (refer
back to Figure 10.24). Click on the Save button to ensure that your settings are
stored. You can also check the Processing State column to evaluate whether
the settings applied in the provider system were correct. Traffic light colors
(green, yellow, and red) visually indicate the processing state status (see Figure
10.27).

Figure 10.27  Saved Consumed Service Groups: Processing State

Now that you have configured the consumed service group, it is time to start test-
ing your process.

10.3.8 Testing

Because the process was successfully deployed and configured, it is now time to
trigger your process. Proceed as follows:
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1. Log in to SAP NetWeaver Administrator.

2. Navigate to Configuration Management � Processes and Tasks � Process

Repository. You will see a list of all deployed DCs.

3. Select the active version and click on the Start Process... button (see Figure
10.28). This will launch the Web Services Navigator. In some circumstances,
the Start Process... button might be grayed out, in which case you will need
to click on the Web Services Navigator link to test the process.

Figure 10.28  Manually Starting the SAP BPM Process

4. After the Web Services Navigator launches, fill in the input data that the pro-
cess requires before invoking the process.

You could have also decided to start the process externally. In that case, you
would access the WSDL of the SAP BPM process and use a web service client to
trigger it.

To access and download the WSDL of the web service, perform the following
steps:

1. Log in to SAP NetWeaver Administrator, navigate to the SOA tab, and then
choose the Application and Scenario Communication subtab.
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2. Click on the Single Service Administration link. Use the Find search field to
search based on your service interface name. Once found, you will need to
select the WSDLs tab and click on the ZIP Download button to download the
WSDL to your local machine.

3. Once you know the WDSL link or have the file, you can use a SOAP client tool
of your choice to start the process. One commonly used tool is SoapUI.

After invoking the process, it is now time to monitor what is happening with the
running process.

10.3.9 Monitoring

To monitor the running SAP BPM processes, access the Process Management tool
as follows:

1. Log in to SAP NetWeaver Administrator via http://<hostname>:<port>/nwa.

2. Navigate to the Operations tab.

3. Select the Processes and Tasks option.

4. Click on the Manage Processes link. A new page will load with a list of failed
processes. Change the value of the View dropdown to All Running Processes.
Now, you should be able to see the process that you just triggered (Figure
10.29).

Figure 10.29  Monitoring All Running Processes in SAP PO
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As Figure 10.29 shows, you can use the Context Data tab to view the content of
different context data. Refer to Chapter 15 for more details about the different
options when monitoring an SAP BPM process.

Congratulations! You have just completed the modeling, configuration, running,
and monitoring of your first SAP BPM process from scratch.
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11 Applying Advanced SAP BPM Concepts 
and Extensions

This exercise walks you through the process of building a custom EJB function to
be used in an SAP BPM process.

In your daily development activities, you might encounter a situation in which
the function that you need for your business process is not available as one of the
default functions delivered by SAP. In this situation, you can build an EJB func-
tion that can be used as a mapping function. In this exercise, we will create our
own custom function to concatenate two strings (although such a function
already exists). This concatenation function has been chosen for its simplicity.
The purpose of the exercise is not to create a complex function, but rather to learn
how to create a custom function.

11.1 Exercise Solution Approach

To create a new EJB custom function for the purpose of being used in your SAP
BPM process, you need to perform the following main high-level actions:

1. Create EJB and enterprise development components, and maintain their
dependencies.

2. Implement the logic of the function in Java.

3. Build and deploy the implemented functionality to the SAP PO server.

4. Verify the Java Naming and Directory Interface (JNDI) details of the imple-
mented function.

5. Use the developed custom function in your SAP BPM process.

The next section will focus on providing a step-by-step walkthrough of these
actions.
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11.2 Exercise Step-by-Step Solution

11.2.1 Create the Development Components

Follow these steps to create new development components:

1. Launch SAP NetWeaver Developer Studio, and ensure that it is configured to
point to the SAP PO server where the BPM process was deployed.

2. Create two development components (DCs). In SAP NetWeaver Developer Stu-
dio, go to the Development Infrastructure perspective.

3. Right-click on My Components software component and select New � Devel-

opment Component.

4. Select EJB Module under Java EE (Figure 11.1) and click on Next.

Figure 11.1  Select Development Component Type

5. Proceed with the wizard and name your DC “dc_processfunctions”.

6. Click on the Finish button. When asked to switch perspectives, choose the No

button.
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7. Create another DC, this time of the Enterprise Application type. Name your
DC “dc_processfunctions_ear”, then click on the Next button.

8. On the next screen, leave all default options as is, and click on Next.

9. On the subsequent screen, you need to select the DCs that the enterprise appli-
cation DC will depend on—the so-called referenced projects. For this example,
you need to select the DC that you previously created: dc_processfunctions.
Click on Finish. When asked to switch perspectives, choose No.

It is now time to set up the dependencies between the EJB DC and other DCs that
are required for the purpose of creating custom EJB functions for an SAP BPM
process. Proceed as follows:

1. Select the previously created ejb dc (dc_processfunctions), go to the Depen-

dencies tab, and choose the Add... button (see Figure 11.2).

Figure 11.2  Adding Dependencies to the EJB DC

2. After clicking on the Add... button, another screen pops up, on which you will
need to enter the filtering term “*mapping*”.

3. From the filtering results, expand the SERVICE-COMP software component,
select the tc/bpem/mapping/facade entry, and click on Finish (Figure 11.3).
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Figure 11.3  Adding the tc/bpem/mapping/facade Dependency

4. Add another dependency by filtering for “*sdo21*”. From the results, expand
the ENGFACADE software component, select tc/je/sdo21/api, and click on
Finish (Figure 11.4).

Figure 11.4  Adding the tc/je/sdo21/api Dependency
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It is now time to set up the dependencies between the EAR DC and the DCs that
are required for the purpose of creating custom EJB functions for an SAP BPM
process. Proceed as follows:

1. Select the previously created ear dc (dc_processfunctions_ear), go to the
Dependencies tab, and click on the Add... button

2. Add a dependency to tc/bpem/mapping/facade as you did previously for the
EJB DC. However, instead of clicking on the Finish button, click on the Next

button and select both the Deploy Time and Runtime options (Figure 11.5).
Then, click on Finish.

Figure 11.5  Dependencies Details Options for the Enterprise Application DC

11.2.2 Implement the Functionality

Now that the different DCs and the relevant dependencies have been created, it is
time to create the source code needed to perform the desired concatenation func-
tion. Proceed as follows:

1. Open the Java EE perspective. Open the previously created EJB DC, and right-
click on ejbModule.

2. From the subsequent menu, choose New � Session Bean (EJB 3.x) (Figure 11.6).
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Figure 11.6  Creating an EJB Session Bean

3. A new screen appears on which you need to provide details of the session bean,
as shown in Figure 11.7. Click on Finish.

Figure 11.7  Details of the Session Bean to be Created
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4. A new class is created, with very few lines of code. Add the import lines pre-
sented in Listing 11.1 to your code.

import javax.ejb.Stateless;
import javax.xml.namespace.QName;
import com.sap.glx.mapping.execution.api.function.Function;
import com.sap.glx.mapping.execution.api.invoker.SdoInvoker;
import com.sap.glx.sdo.api.SdoRenamingHelper;
import commonj.sdo.DataObject;
import commonj.sdo.Type;

Listing 11.1  Import Statements

5. Now, remove the generated default constructor code presented in Listing 11.2.

/**
* Default constructor.
*/
public ConcatFunction() {

// TODO Auto-generated constructor stub
}

Listing 11.2  Default Constructor to Be Removed

6. Replace the default constructor with the source code provided in Listing 11.3.

private static final String NAMESPACE_FUNCTION_PARAM =
" com.rojoconsultancy.process.functions/demoprocess";
private static final String PARAM1 = "param1";
private static final String PARAM2 = "param2";
private static final String RESULT = "result";
private static final String NAME_PROPERTY_INPUT_PARAM1 =
SdoRenamingHelper.renameXsdElementToSdoProperty(new QName(NAMESPACE
_FUNCTION_PARAM, PARAM1), false);
private static final String NAME_PROPERTY_INPUT_PARAM2 =
SdoRenamingHelper.renameXsdElementToSdoProperty(new QName(NAMESPACE
_FUNCTION_PARAM, PARAM2), false);
private static final String NAME_PROPERTY_OUTPUT_RESULT =
SdoRenamingHelper.renameXsdElementToSdoProperty(new QName(NAMESPACE
_FUNCTION_PARAM, RESULT), false);

public DataObject invokeSdo(DataObject inputDO,SdoInvoker.Invocation
Context invocationContext) {
// get input
Type typeInput = inputDO.getType();
String string1 = inputDO.getString(typeInput.getProperty(NAME_PROP-
ERTY_INPUT_PARAM1));
String string2 = inputDO.getString(typeInput.getProperty(NAME_PROP-
ERTY_INPUT_PARAM2));
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// build result
String result = string1.concat(" ").concat(string2);
// set output
DataObject outputDO = invocationContext.createOutputDataObject();
outputDO.setString(outputDO.getType().getProperty(

NAME_PROPERTY_OUTPUT_RESULT), result);
return outputDO;
}

Listing 11.3  Source Code to Perform the Concatenation

7. Now, open the ConcatFunctionLocal.java interface file and change it to
extend Function, SdoInvoker. You also need to add the needed import lines.
The result is shown in Figure 11.8.

Figure 11.8  Extends Interface with Function, SdoInvoker

8. Save everything by pressing (CTRL) + (Shift) + (S).

11.2.3 Build and Deploy to the Server

It is now time to compile and deploy your work. Proceed as follows:

1. Go back to the Development Infrastructure perspective.

2. Right-click on the dc_processfunctions_ear enterprise application DC and
select the Build option (Figure 11.9).
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Figure 11.9  Build and Deploy the Enterprise Application DC

3. After a successful build, right-click on the enterprise application DC one more
time and select the Deploy option (see Figure 11.9).

11.2.4 Verify in the JNDI

After a successful deployment of the custom EJB function, you want to ensure
that the new function correctly reflect in the Java Naming and Directory Interface
(JNDI) and retrieve its object name. Proceed as follows:

1. Go to http://<hostname>:<port>/nwa/jndi and look up your new EJB function
named concatFunction. Enter “concatFunction” as a search keyword in the
Find text field (Figure 11.10).

2. Select the correct entry from the returned search results.

3. Copy the Object Name (from the Object Info tab; see Figure 11.10). This name
will be used in the next steps.
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Figure 11.10  Look Up the JNDI Name of the EJB Function

11.2.5 Use Custom Mapping Function in SAP BPM Process

You now need to add the newly created EJB custom function to the SAP BPM DC
that will use it. Proceed as follows:

1. Launch SAP NetWeaver Developer Studio and choose the Process Develop-

ment perspective.

2. Right-click on the Functions folder and choose the New EJB Function option
from the context menu (Figure 11.11).

3. On the subsequent screen, name your function as shown in Figure 11.12. Be
aware that the names of the parameters are exactly the same as the ones spec-
ified in source code of the session bean.

4. Click on the Finish button.
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Figure 11.11  Use the New EJB Function Option

Figure 11.12  Create an EJB Function

5. The overview page of the EJB function opens. Paste the object name that you
copied from the Object (JNDI) Name field in Figure 11.10.
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Figure 11.13  Maintain the JNDI Name of the Custom EJB Function

After completing these steps, the newly created function is now available as part
of the Rules and Functions and can be used normally in your BPM process (Fig-
ure 11.14).

Figure 11.14  Newly Created EJB Custom Function Available to Use

Voilà! Congratulations for finishing this exercise.
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13 SAP Business Rules Management

This exercise will help you get started with the creation of business rules in SAP
PO. In this exercise, you will learn how to translate a functional requirement into
an SAP BRM development component, which you will then implement using the
Rules Composer.

For that purpose, we will extend the purchase order business use case introduced
in Chapter 10. Let’s first see what requirements you have received from the pro-
cess expert. Before a purchase order is sent by Reader’s Paradise to its supplier,
Book Fountain, the purchase order must be validated against a set of business
rules.

The process expert has provided you with the required input (see Table 13.1) to
define the business rules in SAP BRM. The combination total amount of a pur-
chase order and priority level (1 is low, 2 is medium, and 3 is high) assigned to
the order should result in manual or automatic approval. This check is performed
before an order is sent to the supplier. The business has also requested that you
provide maximum flexibility in terms of changing the values driving this
approval criteria. This is a common business use case that you might encounter
when implementing SAP BPM applications running on top of SAP PO.

13.1 Exercise Solution Approach

After you analyzed the requirements provided by the process expert, you decided
to translate the approval criteria for this process step into a business rule devel-
opment component (DC) containing a decision table, which in turn will be exe-
cuted via a flow ruleset. The decision table will support the input from the busi-
ness process. Table 13.1 shows the content your new decision table should
contain.
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We’re assuming the following to be true for this exercise:

� You have access with admin rights to an SAP PO installation (sandbox or devel-
opment system).

� SAP NetWeaver Developer Studio is installed locally on your development PC.

� You have a good understanding of XML and XML Schema Definition (XSD).

13.2 Exercise Step-by-Step Solution

We will go through the following high-level steps (covered in more detail ahead)
in order to create the business rule in SAP PO:

1. Create the Rules Composer DC locally in SAP NetWeaver Developer Studio
without SAP NetWeaver Development Infrastructure.

2. Define the rules input and output parameters by adding a new XML schema to
the SAP BRM DC.

Purchase Order Amount Priority Level Approval Needed?

1000 3 NO

10000 3 NO

100000 3 YES

1000 2 NO

10000 2 NO

100000 2 YES

1000 1 NO

10000 1 YES

100000 1 YES

1000 0 YES

10000 0 YES

100000 0 YES

Table 13.1  Decision Table
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3. Define aliases for XML schema.

4. Create a flow ruleset (to group all business rule components in one set).

5. Create a decision table.

6. Configure a rule flow (to graphically represent the business rule as a flow).

7. Test the business rule.

13.2.1 Create Rules Composer DCs Locally in SAP NetWeaver 
Developer Studio without SAP NetWeaver Development 
Infrastructure

1. Start SAP NetWeaver Developer Studio and select or create a new workspace
(Figure 13.1).

Figure 13.1  Select a Workspace in NWDS

2. From the SAP NetWeaver Developer Studio Welcome page, click on Work-

bench (Figure 13.2). This is an optional step that is only applicable when you
are working with a brand-new workspace.
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Figure 13.2  SAP NetWeaver Developer Studio Welcome Page

3. Create a new project via File � New � Project (Figure 13.3). In the dialog box
that appears, choose Rules Composer and expand the folder.

Figure 13.3  Create New Project in SAP NetWeaver Developer Studio

4. Click on Rules Composer Development Component and click on Next (Figure
13.4).
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Figure 13.4  New Rules Composer DC Wizard

5. In the window that appears, choose the software component in which you
want to create the DC. For this exercise, use the default local software compo-
nent Under the Local Development node, select MyComponents

[demo.sap.com] (Figure 13.5). Click on Next.

Figure 13.5  Local Software Component Wizard
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6. In the screen that appears, enter “dc_brm_povalidation” in the Name field,
accept the default values for the other fields, and click on Finish.

Figure 13.6  Local DC

The result of this exercise is that you should see the dc_brm_povalidation DC in
the Project Explorer view. Click on it to expand its contents.

Figure 13.7  Rules Composer DC as Shown in SAP NetWeaver Developer Studio
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13.2.2 Define the Rules Input and Output Parameters Using XML 
Schema

1. Navigate to the src folder, right-click on the subfolder called wsdl, then select
New and click on XML Schema (Figure 13.8).

Figure 13.8  Importing XML Schema in SAP BRM DC

2. Enter the file name for the new XML schema (“POValidationRules.xsd”) and
click on Finish (Figure 13.9).
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Figure 13.9  Create New XML Schema Wizard

3. Copy and paste the XML source shown in Listing 13.1 into the window that
appears for the newly created XSD, as shown in Figure 13.10. Press (CTRL) + (S)
when you are done.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<xs:schema xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns="urn:rojoconsultancy:sap:po:brm:validation" targetNamespace=
"urn:rojoconsultancy:sap:po:brm:validation">
<xs:element name="OrderApproval">

<xs:annotation>

<xs:documentation>This is the root element which carries the input a
nd output of the business rules</xs:documentation>

</xs:annotation>
<xs:complexType>

<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="OrderAmount" type="xs:int" />
<xs:element name="Priority" type="xs:int" />
<xs:element name="ApprovalNeeded" type="xs:boolean" />

</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>

</xs:element>
</xs:schema>

Listing 13.1  POValidationRules.xsd
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Figure 13.10  POValidationRules.xsd

13.2.3 Define Aliases for XML Schema

1. Navigate back to Rules Modeling, select the Project Resources folder, right-
click, and select Open (Figure 13.11).

Figure 13.11  SAP BRM Project Resources

2. Select the Aliases tab, and from the upper-right menu click on Add � XSD Ele-

ment (Figure 13.12 and Figure 13.13).
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Figure 13.12  Aliases Wizard: Project Resources Tab Aliases

Figure 13.13  Aliases Wizard: Create New Alias from XSD Element
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3. From the wizard, select OrderApproval under the namespace urn:rojocon-

sultancy:sap:po:brm:validation, accept the default values, and click on Fin-

ish (Figure 13.14).

Figure 13.14  Aliases Wizard: Select XSD Element

4. In the next window, select all entries in the list prefixed with OrderApproval

and press (CTRL) + (S) when finished. The final result is shown in Figure 13.15.
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Figure 13.15  Aliases Wizard: Select Aliases from OrderApproval

13.2.4 Create Flow Ruleset

1. Select Rules Modeling and then click on New Flow Ruleset, as shown in Fig-
ure 13.16. Enter “POValidationFlowRuleset” as the name of the new flow rule-
set. Save your work by pressing (CTRL) + (S).
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Figure 13.16  Create New Flow Ruleset

2. Open the folder structure under the new flow ruleset to explore its contents.
Notice that there is a basic flow rule created automatically when you open the
Rule Flows tab. It should look like the one shown in Figure 13.17. We will
come back to the configuration of that rule flow in the “Configure Rule Flow”
section.

Figure 13.17  Rule Flow: MainFlow

13.2.5 Create Decision Table

1. Select the new flow ruleset POValidationFlowRuleset, right-click on it, and
select New Decision Table, as shown in Figure 13.18.
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Figure 13.18  New Decision Table

2. Enter “ApprovalTable” as the name of the decision table and click on Next (Fig-
ure 13.19).

Figure 13.19  Decision Table Creation Wizard
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3. If everything worked properly in the previous steps, then you should see a win-
dow like the one shown in Figure 13.20. Use the small arrow buttons in the
middle of the wizard window to move the entries OrderApproval/OrderA-

mount and OrderApproval/Priority from the Available Conditions to the
Selected Conditions at the bottom of the screen. Click on Next.

Figure 13.20  Select Conditions for Decision Table

4. Use the small arrow buttons in the middle of the wizard window to move the
OrderApproval/ApprovalNeeded entry from the Available Actions to the
Selected Actions at the bottom of the screen (the result is shown in Figure
13.21). Click on Finish.

5. You should now see the new decision table, as shown in Figure 13.22. You can
now enter the values into the Condition and Action columns of the decision
table. The values are based on Table 13.1. Save your work by pressing (CTRL) +
(S). When you finish, the final result should look like the one shown in Figure
13.23.
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Figure 13.21  Select Actions for Decision Table

Figure 13.22  Decision Table with Default Values
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Figure 13.23  Decision Table with Condition and Output Values

13.2.6 Configure Rule Flow

Now that you have the decision table in place, you can configure the rule flow
part of your previously created flow ruleset (POValidationFlowRuleset), which
will contain a graphical representation of the business rule as a flow. After that
step, you will configure a test scenario to test the business rule with XML as
input.

Select the POValidationFlowRuleset flow ruleset and navigate to the Rule

Flows tab. You should see the MainFlow rule flow with its default flow, as you
saw previously (refer back to Figure 13.17).

We will now model the flow with the aid of the objects from the Rules Composer
Palette. You can find the Palette on the right side of the screen when you open
the rule flow (Figure 13.24).
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Figure 13.24  Rule Flow with Rules Composer Palette

Start modeling the rule flow by dragging and dropping the objects needed to
achieve the flow (Figure 13.25). Press (CTRL) + (S) to save your changes.

As you can see in Figure 13.25, there is a warning inside the decision table activ-
ity step in our flow. This is because you still have to tell your rule flow which
decision table it should use to execute this step. As you can imagine, at a certain
point in a real project there might be more than one decision table in the same
rule flow.

You will now configure the decision table so that you can finish your rule flow.
Select the Decision Table activity on the flow to open its Properties, and then
select Browse from the Decision Table dropdown menu, as shown in Figure
13.25.
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Figure 13.25  Rule Flow with Warning

Select ApprovalTable and click on OK (Figure 13.26). Save your changes by
pressing (CTRL) + (S).
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Figure 13.26  Decision Table Configuration in Rule Flow

After you have configured the decision table, the rule flow should look like the
one presented in Figure 13.27.

Figure 13.27  Rule Flow with Configured Decision Table
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There is one last configuration step you have to perform before you can finish the
rule flow. The gateway after the start step must be configured to check the input
of the business rule. If the validation of the input fails, then the business rule will
automatically trigger an exception with a standard error message. You can config-
ure the error message by double-clicking on the error step and entering a text
value.

Configure the conditions inside the gateway activity by double-clicking on its
symbol and opening its properties. Inside the gateway properties, click on the
Conditions tab and then click on the Edit button. Make sure that your gateway
is configured as shown in Figure 13.28.

Figure 13.28  Gateway Activity for Input Validation

Table 13.2 shows the conditions as they must be configured for the gateway activ-
ity in your rule flow.
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13.2.7 Testing the Business Rule

1. From the POValidationFlowRuleset flow ruleset, navigate to the Test Sce-

nario tab. Click on the Add XML button (Figure 13.29).

Figure 13.29  Test Scenario Tab: Create XML

2. Select POValidationRules.xsd and click on OK (Figure 13.30).

3. Enter “POvalidationRules.xml” as the name of the new XML file (Figure 13.31)
and click on Next.

Order Name Condition Default Gate

1 Throw Exception OrderApproval/
Priority Not In
0 , 1 , 2 , 3

2 Execute Rule Boolean.TRUE Equ
als Boolean.TRUE

X

Table 13.2  Gateway Activity Conditions
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Figure 13.30  Test Scenario: Select XSD

Figure 13.31  Test Scenario: Create XML

4. Accept the default values and click on Finish (Figure 13.32).
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Figure 13.32  Test Scenario: Select Root Element

5. Copy and paste the XML source code provided in Listing 13.2 into the XML

Source tab. Press (CTRL) + (S) to save your work.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<p:OrderApproval xmlns:p="urn:rojoconsultancy:sap:po:brm:validation"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">
<OrderAmount>1001</OrderAmount>
<Priority>3</Priority>
<ApprovalNeeded>false</ApprovalNeeded>

</p:OrderApproval>

Listing 13.2  POValidationRules.xml

6. From the Test Scenario tab, click on the Add XML button, as shown in Figure
13.33.

7. Select POValidationRules.xml and click on OK (Figure 13.34).
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Figure 13.33  Test Scenario: Add XML

Figure 13.34  Test Scenario: Select XML to Test

After the last step, your test scenario should now contain the XML (POValidation-
Rules.xml) configured as input for the test. In Figure 13.35, you can see the test
scenario configured with the input XML. Figure 13.36 also shows the contents of
POValidationRules.xml.
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Figure 13.35  Test Scenario: XML Input for Test Business Rule

Figure 13.36  Test Scenario: POValidationRules.xml

To support different test cases with the same XML file as input, you can change
the values of the XML fields. Just make sure that the XML remains valid and that
you save the XML after making any changes.

That’s it, you are ready to run your test scenario and check whether your rule
works according to the functional and technical requirements. From the Test Sce-

nario tab, click on the Run Test Scenario button, as shown in Figure 13.37.

Figure 13.37  Test Scenario: Run Test Scenario
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If everything worked correctly, you should see the results of the test in the Rules
Testing Console, as shown in Figure 13.38.

Figure 13.38  Test Scenario: Rules Testing Console

Congratulations! You have officially created your first business rule in SAP PO.
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14 Implementing Java Proxies

This exercise centering on Java Proxies builds upon the scenario initiated in
Chapter 6. In that scenario, you built an iFlow to convert the price quoted in USD
to various currencies. This iFlow called an external web service that provides cur-
rency conversion rates. It took two currency input parameters and returned an
exchange rate as a response.

Now, you need to extend the service with a third input parameter to hold the
amount to be converted. Table 14.1 presents the list of input parameters that the
new proxy needs to hold.

After calling the proxy, it needs to return the equivalent amount converted to the
target currency (Table 14.2).

As a result, you have decided to build a Java proxy to implement the required
functionality.

14.1 Exercise Solution Approach

Because you already have an iFlow that returns a conversion rate based on two
currency input parameters, you can leverage that iFlow. Your new proxy should
act as a wrap around the existing iFlow. The new proxy should then work as fol-
lows:

Input Parameter Data Type Example

Source currency xsd:string USD

Target currency xsd:string EUR

Amount xsd:double 100

Table 14.1  Input Parameters for the Proxy

Input Parameter Data Type Example

Converted amount xsd:double 87

Table 14.2  Output Parameter for the Proxy
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1. Upon the arrival of the new request message (with three input parameters), the
two currency inputs are extracted.

2. The two extracted currency inputs are then used to call the iFlow service (this
service was provided as part of the Chapter 6 exercise).

3. Upon receiving the response from the iFlow (a conversion rate), you will need
multiply it by the third input of the original message (the amount to be con-
verted). As a formula, the logic can be represented as follows:

Converted amount = conversion rate × amount

To achieve this goal, perform these high-level steps:

1. Create a Java client proxy to call the existing currency conversion service (from
the iFlow).

2. Create a Java server proxy to host the implementation.

3. Build the logic, and let the server proxy orchestrate the client proxy.

Each of these steps will be detailed in the next section, using a step-by-step solu-
tion approach.

Note

Be aware that the implementation of this exercise requires that the reader has an under-
standing of and a background in Java development.

14.2 Exercise Step-by-Step Solution

14.2.1 Create a Service Interface in the ESR

You need to create an inbound service interface to be used for the Java server
proxy generation. You need to create the underlying data type and message inter-
face. The request and response structures need to be built to match Table 14.1
and Table 14.2. You can use the names specified in Table 14.3 for the data type,
message type, and service interface.
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Note that the service interface needs to be of the inbound type, because that is
required for the Java server proxy.

After working through the book exercises so far, you are already familiar with
how to create the different ESR objects, so we will not go over that portion again
here.

14.2.2 Create the Java Client Proxy

The first step is to create a Java client proxy. This proxy acts as a wrapper to the
service provided by the iFlow to call the external web service. However, you need
to start by creating the EJB DC that will host the client proxy.

Create an EJB Development Component

The steps involved to create a new EJB DC are as follows:

1. Open SAP NetWeaver Developer Studio, and select the Development Infra-

structure perspective.

2. Expand the LocalDevelopment development configuration node.

3. Then expand the MyComponents software component.

4. Right-click on the MyComponents software component, and select New. From
the menu that opens, select Development Component…. On the next screen,
select the EJB Module under the Java EE node. Then, click on the Next button
(see Figure 14.1).

ESR Object Name

Request data type DT_AmountConversionRequest

Request message type MT_AmountConversionRequest

Response data type DT_AmountConversionResponse

Response message type MT_AmountConversionResponse

Inbound service interface SIIS_AmountConversion

Table 14.3  Details of the ESR Object to be Created
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Figure 14.1  Creating a DC of Type EJB

5. On the next screen, fill in the vendor name and the name of the development
component (see Figure 14.2). Click on Finish.

Figure 14.2  Details of the Client Java Proxy DC
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6. When asked to switch to the Java EE perspective, click on Yes.

It is now time to add the WSDL of the outbound service interface that your proxy
will call.

Import the Service Interface

Now that the EJB DC is in place, it is time to import the outbound service inter-
face that was previously created in the ESR. This is the same outbound service
interface that was used for the iFlow in the Chapter 6 exercise. Perform the fol-
lowing steps:

1. From the Java EE perspective, expand the EJB DC (conversionrateclient_ejb

in this case), and navigate to the ejbModule node.

2. Right-click on ejbModule, and select the Import… option from the context
menu (see Figure 14.3).

Figure 14.3  Importing the Outbound Service Interface

3. On the next screen, select the WSDL option under the Web services node.
Then, click on Next to proceed with the wizard.

4. On the next screen, select Enterprise Service Repository. You will need to
authenticate yourself.
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5. The next screen prompts you to select the desired outbound service interface
from the ESR (see Figure 14.4).

Figure 14.4  Picking the Outbound Service Interface from the ESR

6. Click on Finish.

Now that the outbound service interface is available in the project, you can auto-
generate Java classes based on its WSDL that will act as a Java client proxy.

Generate the Client Proxy

During this generation process, a number of Java classes are created to represent
all the data types. In addition, a method is created for each operation in the out-
bound service interface. Proceed as follows to generate the client proxy from the
imported WSDL:

1. Right-click on the imported WSDL, and select Web Services and then Generate

Client (see Figure 14.5).

2. On the next screen, move the slider to the Assemble Client level.
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Figure 14.5  Generation of Java Client Proxy from the Imported WSDL

3. Follow the wizard, leaving all default values as is. You will see a popup prompt-
ing you to update the provided WSDL with endpoints; select Do Not Update

WSDL. Because the WSDL has been imported from the ESR, there are no end-
points assigned to it. In SAP PO, the endpoints are only available from the
directory and not in the ESR.

4. Follow the rest of the wizard by clicking on Next and leaving the default values
as is.

5. On the last screen, when asked to select one or more options for the JAXB
global customizations, select all options.

6. Click on Finish.

A number of Java packages and classes will be created. You are now ready to cre-
ate a wrapper class to expose the functionality of the Java client proxy.
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Provide a Wrapper Class for the Client Proxy

The generated Java client proxy cannot yet be called as a web service from Java
server proxy. You need to add a wrapper Java class in front of the client proxy.
The wrapper class will then expose the functionality of the client proxy as a web
service, and this web service can in turn be called by the server proxy later on.

The steps required to add a wrapper are as follows:

1. Add a new package in your project. For simplicity’s sake, add the suffix “.wrap-
per” to your existing package. As a result, the new package will be called
com.readersparadise.scm.procurement.erp.wrapper (see Figure 14.6).

2. Create a session bean to wrap the generated code of the client. Right-click on
the newly created package, and choose New and then Session Bean (EJB 3.x)

(see Figure 14.6).

Figure 14.6  Creating a Package or Session Bean to Host the Wrapper Code

3. A new wizard opens. Fill in the details of the wrapper class, as specified in Fig-
ure 14.7.

4. Follow the wizard, and keep all the default values unchanged. At the end of the
wizard, click on Finish.
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Figure 14.7  Details of the Session Bean to Wrap the Client Proxy

As a result, two classes are created: CurrencyConversionClient and CurrencyCon-
versionClientLocal. In the newly created CurrencyConversionClient bean, you
need to implement your wrapper for the method that exists in the SIOSReader-
sParadisePortal.Java class and which resides in the com.readersparadise.cur-
rency.portal package.

The content of the SIOSReadersParadisePortal.Java class is presented in Listing
14.1. This class contains a method called siosReadersParadisePortal. This gen-
erated method is responsible for calling or triggering the service call of the client
proxy. You will now wrap this method with your own method to be provided in
your newly created CurrencyConversionClient.

package com.readersparadise.currency.portal;

/**
* Service Endpoint Interface (generated by SAP WSDL to Java generator).
*/
@javax.jws.WebService(name = "SIOS_
ReadersParadisePortal", targetNamespace =
"urn:readersparadise.com:currency:portal")
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@javax.jws.soap.SOAPBinding(parameterStyle =
javax.jws.soap.SOAPBinding.ParameterStyle.BARE, style =
javax.jws.soap.SOAPBinding.Style.DOCUMENT, use =
javax.jws.soap.SOAPBinding.Use.LITERAL)
public interface SIOSReadersParadisePortal {

/**
* Java representation of web method [SIOS_ReadersParadisePortal].
*/
@javax.jws.WebMethod(operationName = "SIOS_

ReadersParadisePortal", action = "http://sap.com/xi/WebService/soap1.1")
@javax.jws.WebResult(name =
"ConversionRateResponse", targetNamespace = "http://
www.webserviceX.NET/", partName = "parameters")
public net.webservicex.ConversionRateResponse siosReadersParadisePorta

l(@javax.jws.WebParam(name = "ConversionRate", targetNamespace = "http:/
/www.webserviceX.NET/", partName =
"parameters") net.webservicex.ConversionRate parameters);

}

Listing 14.1  Source of the SIOSReadersParadisePortal.Java Class

Now, add a new method in your newly created wrapper bean (CurrencyConver-
sionClient). For simplicity’s sake, give this new method the same name and sig-
nature as the one presented in Listing 14.1. The resulting implementation of the
wrapper class is presented in Listing 14.2.

package com.readersparadise.scm.procurement.erp.wrapper;
import javax.ejb.Stateless;
import javax.xml.ws.WebServiceRef;
import net.webservicex.ConversionRateResponse;
import com.readersparadise.currency.portal.SIOSReadersParadisePortal;
import com.readersparadise.currency.portal.SIOSReadersParadisePortalSer
vice;
/**
* Session bean implementation class CurrencyCoversionClient
*/
@Stateless
public class CurrencyCoversionClient implements CurrencyCoversionClient
Local {

@WebServiceRef(name = "SIOSReadersParadisePortal")
SIOSReadersParadisePortalService currencyConvertorService;
/**
* Default constructor.
*/
public CurrencyCoversionClient() {
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// TODO Auto-generated constructor stub
}
public net.webservicex.ConversionRateResponse siosReadersParadisePo

rtal(net.webservicex.ConversionRate request)
{

ConversionRateResponse currencyConvertorResponse = null;
SIOSReadersParadisePortal port = null;
try {

currencyConvertorService.getPort(SIOSReadersParadisePortalS
ervice.class);

} catch (Exception e) {
// TODO Auto-generated catch block
e.printStackTrace();

}
//Call the client proxy
currencyConvertorResponse =

port.siosReadersParadisePortal(request);
return currencyConvertorResponse;

}
}

Listing 14.2  Implementation of CurrencyConversionClient.Java

Furthermore, to be able to access the wrapped method from outside, you need to
list these methods in the CurrencyConversionClientLocal interface class, as
shown in Listing 14.3.

package com.readersparadise.scm.procurement.erp.wrapper;
import javax.ejb.Local;

@Local
public interface CurrencyConversionClientLocal {

public net.webservicex.ConversionRateResponse siosReadersParadisePo
rtal(net.webservicex.ConversionRate request);
}

Listing 14.3  Implementation of the CurrencyConversionClientLocal Bean

Expose Public Parts for Client DC

For the request and response messages of the client DC (conversionrateclient_
ejb) to be accessed from outside (server proxy), you need to expose the relevant
(request and response) classes using public parts. To expose the classes as public
parts, perform the following steps:
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1. Open SAP NetWeaver Developer Studio, and select the Development Infra-

structure perspective.

2. Expand the LocalDevelopment development configuration node.

3. Expand the MyComponents software component.

4. Select the conversionrateclient_ejb client DC. The properties of the software
component are displayed on the right side.

5. Choose the Public Parts tab.

6. Right-click on the Client node, and choose the Manage Entities option (see
Figure 14.8).

Figure 14.8  Managing the Reference of Entities

7. Select the Java Package node and then the relevant package in which the
request/response structure is located (in this case, webservicex; see Figure
14.9).

8. Click on the Finish button.

The classes contained in the net.webservicex package can now be used by exter-
nal classes with the help of the public part mechanism.

You are now ready to create a Java server proxy.
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Figure 14.9  Selecting the Package to be Exposed with the Public Part

14.2.3 Create the Java Server Proxy

You need to create a Java server proxy that will hold and host the conversion
logic and the orchestration of the Java client proxy. The steps required to create
a Java server proxy will be explored next.

Create an EJB Development Component

The steps involved to create a new EJB DC are as follows:

1. Open SAP NetWeaver Developer Studio, and select the Development Infra-

structure perspective.

2. Expand the LocalDevelopment development configuration node

3. Expand the MyComponents software component.

4. Right-click on the MyComponents software component, and select New. From
the next menu, select Development Component…. On the next screen, select
the EJB Module under the Java EE node. Click on Next.
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5. On the next screen, fill in the vendor name and the name of the development
component (see Figure 14.10). Click on Finish.

Figure 14.10  Details of Server Proxy to Host Implementation

6. When asked to switch to the Java EE perspective, click on No.

Create Dependencies

For the newly created server DC to be able to use the functionalities exposed by
the client DC, you need to define dependencies between them. Proceed as fol-
lows:

1. While staying in the Development Infrastructure perspective and with the
server DC selected, the properties of the software component are displayed on
the right side.

2. Choose the Dependencies tab.
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3. Click on the Add button. You will see a new popup screen, where you need to
select the client DC (see Figure 14.11).

Figure 14.11  Adding Dependencies on the Server DC to the Client DC

4. Click on the Finish button.

Import the Service Interface

Now that the EJB DC is in place, it is time to import the inbound service interface
that was created in the ESR. To do so, perform the following steps:

1. From the Java EE perspective, expand the EJB DC (conversionserver_ejb in
this case) and navigate to the ejbModule node.

2. Right-click on ejbModule, and select the Import… option from the context
menu.

3. On the next screen, select the WSDL option under the Web services node (see
Figure 14.12). Click on Next to proceed with the wizard.
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Figure 14.12  Select the Type of Object to Be Imported

4. On the next screen, select Enterprise Service Repository as your WSDL
source. Click on Next.

5. Navigate through the ESR, and select the inbound service interface that you
previously created (see Figure 14.13). Click on the Finish button.

Figure 14.13  Selecting the Appropriate Inbound Service Interface
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The newly imported service interface is now available within the DC. It can be
seen under the ejbModule node of the project structure. It is now time to auto-
generate some skeleton Java source code.

Generate the Server Proxy

To generate skeleton Java code from the imported WSDL file, proceed as follows:

1. Right-click on the imported WSDL, and select Web Services � Generate Java

bean skeleton.

2. On the next screen, move the slider to the Assemble client level (see Figure
14.14).

Figure 14.14  Set the Configuration of the Web Service to the Assemble Client Level

3. Follow the wizard, and leave all default values intact. You will see a popup
prompting you to update the provided WSDL with endpoints; select Do Not

Update WSDL. Because you imported the WSDL from the ESR, there are no
endpoints assigned to the service. In SAP PO, the endpoints are only available
from the directory and not in the ESR.
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4. Follow the rest of the wizard by clicking on Next and leaving the proposed
default values.

5. On the last screen of the wizard, when asked to select one or more options for
JAXB global customizations, select all options (see Figure 14.15).

6. Click on the Finish button.

Figure 14.15  Global Customizations Options

7. If there are some name conflicts among the generated objects, then you will be
prompted with a message. If this happens, click on the Resolve Collisions but-
ton.

8. Click on the OK button to proceed to the Java code generation.

Now, several Java classes have been created. Figure 14.16 shows the new struc-
ture of the project with the new files.
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Figure 14.16  Generated Java Classes for the Server Proxy

14.2.4 Build the Logic and Orchestration

In the previous sections, both the server and client proxies were created and the
source code skeleton generated. Now, you need to add some logic to the server
proxy. Looking at the DC that contains the server proxy (conversionserver_ejb),
you see that it contains a main class that represents the main entry point and
which is supposed to hold the logic. This main class is SIISAmountConversion-
ImplBean.

Note that the name of the class to which the logic implementation needs to be
added always ends with the suffix “ImplBean”. Listing 14.4 shows you what this
generated class looks like.

package com.readersparadise.scm.procurement.erp;

import javax.ejb.Stateless;
import javax.jws.WebService;
import com.sap.engine.services.webservices.espbase.configuration.ann.dt
.SessionHandlingDT;
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import com.sap.engine.services.webservices.espbase.configuration.ann.dt
.TransportGuaranteeDT;
import com.sap.engine.services.webservices.espbase.configuration.ann.dt
.TransportGuaranteeEnumsLevel;
import com.sap.engine.services.webservices.espbase.configuration.ann.dt
.AuthenticationDT;
import com.sap.engine.services.webservices.espbase.configuration.ann.dt
.AuthenticationEnumsAuthenticationLevel;
import com.sap.engine.services.webservices.espbase.configuration.ann.dt
.RelMessagingNW05DTOperation;

@AuthenticationDT(authenticationLevel =
AuthenticationEnumsAuthenticationLevel.BASIC)
@TransportGuaranteeDT(level = TransportGuaranteeEnumsLevel.NONE)
@SessionHandlingDT(enableSession = false)
@WebService(portName = "SIIS_AmountConversion_Port", serviceName =
"SIIS_AmountConversion_Service", endpointInterface =
"com.readersparadise.scm.procurement.erp.SIISAmountConversion", target
Namespace =
"urn:readersparadise.com:scm:procurement:erp", wsdlLocation = "META-
INF/wsdl/com/readersparadise/scm/procurement/erp/SIIS_AmountConversion/
SIIS_AmountConversion.wsdl")
@Stateless
public class SIISAmountConversionImplBean {

@RelMessagingNW05DTOperation(enableWSRM = false)
public com.readersparadise.scm.procurement.erp.DT_

AmountConversionResponse siisAmountConversion(com.readersparadise.scm.p
rocurement.erp.DT_AmountConversionRequest MT_
AmountConversionRequest)throws com.readersparadise.scm.procurement.erp.
FTMTechnicalFault {

return null;
}

}

Listing 14.4  Generated Source Code of the Standard Implementation Class

Note that the class in Listing 14.4 contains a method called siisAmountConver-
sion. This method name matches the name of the operation in the inbound ser-
vice interface from which it was generated (see Figure 14.17).
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Figure 14.17  Inbound Service Interface Used for the Java Server Proxy Generation

Populate SIISAmountConversionImplBean with the required logic. A possible
implementation is provided in Listing 14.5.

Note

This is a simplistic implementation. In a real-life implementation, you will need to add
more exception handling.

package com.readersparadise.scm.procurement.erp;
import javax.ejb.EJB;
import javax.ejb.Stateless;
import javax.jws.WebService;
import net.webservicex.ConversionRate;
import net.webservicex.ConversionRateResponse;
import net.webservicex.Currency;
import com.readersparadise.scm.procurement.erp.wrapper.CurrencyCoversio
nClientLocal;
import com.sap.engine.services.webservices.espbase.configuration.ann.dt
.SessionHandlingDT;
import com.sap.engine.services.webservices.espbase.configuration.ann.dt
.TransportGuaranteeDT;
import com.sap.engine.services.webservices.espbase.configuration.ann.dt
.TransportGuaranteeEnumsLevel;
import com.sap.engine.services.webservices.espbase.configuration.ann.dt
.AuthenticationDT;
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import com.sap.engine.services.webservices.espbase.configuration.ann.dt
.AuthenticationEnumsAuthenticationLevel;
import com.sap.engine.services.webservices.espbase.configuration.ann.dt
.RelMessagingNW05DTOperation;

@AuthenticationDT(authenticationLevel =
AuthenticationEnumsAuthenticationLevel.BASIC)
@TransportGuaranteeDT(level = TransportGuaranteeEnumsLevel.NONE)
@SessionHandlingDT(enableSession = false)
@WebService(portName = "SIIS_AmountConversion_Port", serviceName =
"SIIS_AmountConversion_Service", endpointInterface =
"com.readersparadise.scm.procurement.erp.SIISAmountConversion", target
Namespace =
"urn:readersparadise.com:scm:procurement:erp", wsdlLocation = "META-
INF/wsdl/com/readersparadise/scm/procurement/erp/SIIS_AmountConversion/
SIIS_AmountConversion.wsdl")
@Stateless
public class SIISAmountConversionImplBean {

@EJB CurrencyCoversionClientLocal currencyClient;
@RelMessagingNW05DTOperation(enableWSRM = false)
public com.readersparadise.scm.procurement.erp.DT_

AmountConversionResponse siisAmountConversion(com.readersparadise.scm.p
rocurement.erp.DT_
AmountConversionRequest request)throws com.readersparadise.scm.procurem
ent.erp.FTMTechnicalFault {

//Retrieve input parameters
double amount = request.getAmount();
String sourceCurrency = request.getSourceCurrency();
String targetCurrency = request.getTargetCurrency();
//Call the external service
ConversionRate conversionRate = new ConversionRate();
if(sourceCurrency!=null)

conversionRate.setFromCurrency(Currency.valueOf(sourceCurre
ncy));

if(targetCurrency!=null)
conversionRate.setToCurrency(Currency.valueOf(targetCurrenc

y));

ConversionRateResponse conversionRateResp =
currencyClient.siosReadersParadisePortal(conversionRate);

//Create an empty response
DT_AmountConversionResponse response = new DT_

AmountConversionResponse();
if(conversionRateResp!=null)
{

response.setConvertedAmount(conversionRateResp.getConversio
nRateResult());

}
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return response;
}

}

Listing 14.5  Simple Implementation Example for the Server Proxy

Now that you have completed the proxy implementation, it is time to create the
Enterprise Application DC.

14.2.5 Create an Enterprise Application Development Component

It is now time to create an Enterprise Application (EAR) DC to hold the Java
server proxy application. This is the DC that will need to be deployed to the SAP
PO server.

1. From SAP NetWeaver Developer Studio, right-click on the MyComponents

software component, and select the New option. From the menu that opens,
select the Development Component… option.

2. On the next screen, select Enterprise Application under the Java EE node.
Click on Next.

3. On the next screen, fill in the vendor name and the name of the development
component (see Figure 14.18). Click on the Next button.

Figure 14.18  Details of the Enterprise Application DC
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4. Leave all the default fields untouched, and click on Next.

5. On the next screen, select the dependency (or referenced projects) for the EAR
DC. For this scenario, you only need to select conversionrateclient_ejb and
conversionrateserver_ejb.

6. Click on the Finish button.

14.2.6 Build and Deploy

After completing the implementation of the wrapper class, it is time to compile
and deploy the EAR DC to the server. Proceed as follows:

1. Right-click on the EAR DC, and select Development Component and then the
Build option from the menu (see Figure 14.19).

Figure 14.19  Build and Deploy the EAR Development Component

2. You will see a popup prompting you to select the DCs to be built; be sure to
select both the EJB and the EAR DCs.

3. Click on OK. It might take a few seconds to compile the DCs.

4. Go back to the EAR DC. Right-click on it, and select Development Component

and then the Deploy option from the menu.

Now that all the deployed proxies are deployed to the server, it is time to perform
some SOA configuration.
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14.2.7 Configure the Deployed Service from SAP NetWeaver 
Administrator

In order for the deployed proxy to work properly, you need to perform some
configurations on the client and server proxies.

Client Proxy Configuration

Start with the client proxy, which needs to point to the runtime endpoint of the
iFlow. Proceed as follows to apply the required settings:

1. Go to SAP NetWeaver Administrator via http://<hostname>:<port>/nwa.

2. Once logged in, navigate to the SOA tab and then the Application and Sce-

nario Communication subtab.

3. On the new page, click on the Single Service Administration link. The new
page allows you to search for deployed web services.

4. Select Consumer Proxies tab, and search for the client proxy (see Figure
14.20). You need to search for the outbound service interface that was used to
generate the client proxy (in this case, SIOS_ReadersParadisePortal).

Figure 14.20  Consumer Proxies Configuration in the Single Service Administration Application
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5. If you prefer to use plain SOAP, then click on the New button (above the Log-
ical Port section; see Figure 14.20). This will launch a new wizard that will
allow you to select SOAP Transport Binding (see Figure 14.21).

Figure 14.21  New Client Proxy Configuration Using SOAP Transport Binding

6. Follow the wizard. When asked for an endpoint for the WSDL, provide the
WSDL obtained from the iFlow. You need to provide a WSDL that contains an
endpoint. You might also need to add login credentials.

7. Follow the rest of the wizard until it is completed.

The configuration of the client proxy is now complete!

Server Proxy Configuration

Now, it is time to configure the server proxy. Follow these steps:

1. In SAP NetWeaver Administrator, navigate to the SOA tab and then the Appli-

cation and Scenario Communication subtab.

2. On the new page, click on the Single Service Administration link. The new
page allows you to search for deployed web services. Make sure to remain in
the Service Definitions tab.

3. Enter the name of the inbound service interface that was used to generate the
Java server proxy earlier. In this case, search for “SIIS_AmountConversion”, as
shown in Figure 14.22.
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Figure 14.22  Select the Inbound Service Interface from the Single Service Administration in SAP 
NetWeaver Administrator

4. After filling in the search term in the Find text field, click on the Go button to
trigger the search. You then need to select the returned entry (see Figure
14.22).

5. Go to the Configuration tab, and click on the New button to start a new con-
figuration.

6. A wizard will be launched. The first step of the wizard is the General step.

7. The next step of the wizard deals with Security. Proceed with the wizard until
the last step.

8. Click on the Finish button to complete the web service configuration.

Congratulations! You are now ready to run and test your proxy. A WSDL file of
the server proxy can be downloaded from the WSDLs tab (see Figure 14.23).
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Figure 14.23  Download the WSDL or Test the Service
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17 Other Useful Components

Imagine you are starting a new SAP BPM project, and as the SAP PO expert you
are responsible for executing all necessary preparation steps to support parallel
team development in SAP NetWeaver Developer Studio, ensuring version control
for the SAP BPM components and integration with CTS+ for transports across the
SAP PO landscape.

In Chapter 17, you read about the component model concept that is applicable for
software projects built on top of the SAP PO platform. As a result, you know that
for this new SAP BPM project you have to create a new software component ver-
sion (SWCV) in SAP PO, including its dependencies in the System Landscape
Directory (SLD). After that, you also need to add the new SWCV to an existing
development configuration in SAP NetWeaver Development Infrastructure.
When you are done with these tasks, your team members will be able to work
simultaneously on the same SWCV and apply version control to their developed
components.

17.1 Exercise Solution Approach

Instead of following the standard method of creating new SWCVs directly from
the SLD, we will show you how to use a wizard in SAP NetWeaver Administrator
to create the new SWCV, including all required dependencies with other SCs.

The wizard will also take you through the process of registering the new software
component in the SLD. After completing the wizard, you will add your brand
new software component to an existing (standalone) development configuration
previously created in SAP NetWeaver Development Infrastructure. Finally, you
will be able to import the development configuration from the Development

Infrastructure perspective in SAP NetWeaver Developer Studio. This last step is
not part of this exercise, but you can read about how to accomplish it in Chapter
17, Section 17.2.
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We assume the following to be true for the purposes of this exercise:

� You have access with the required SLD and NWDI rights to an SAP PO installa-
tion (sandbox or development system).

� SAP NetWeaver Developer Studio is installed and configured locally on your
development PC.

� There is an existing standalone development configuration available in your
SAP NetWeaver Development Infrastructure environment.

17.2 Exercise Step-by-Step Solution

We will execute the following steps in this exercise:

1. Create a new software component using the Configuration Wizard in SAP Net-
Weaver Administrator.

2. Add the software component to Development Infrastructure in Development
Configuration Management.

17.2.1 Create a New Software Component Using the Configuration 
Wizard in SAP NetWeaver Administrator

1. Launch your SAP NetWeaver Administrator environment (go to http://<host-
name:>port>/nwa).

2. Select the Configuration tab, and then click on Scenarios.

3. Click on Configuration Wizard.

Figure 17.1  SAP NetWeaver Administrator: Configuration
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4. Choose All Configuration Tasks from the Show dropdown menu, enter
“define” in the Find search field, and press (Enter) (Figure 17.2).

Figure 17.2  Configuration Wizard

5. Select the task Define New Software Component Version, and click on Start

if this is the first time you have run the task or on the Re-execute button if the
task has been previously executed (Figure 17.3).

Figure 17.3  Configuration Wizard: Execute Configuration Task
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6. Provide a valid SLD URL and a valid user name and password for the selected
SLD, as shown in Figure 17.4. Click on Next.

Figure 17.4  Configuration Wizard: SLD Configuration

7. Define the name, vendor, and release version of the new SWCV and click on
Next (Figure 17.5).

Figure 17.5  Configuration Wizard: Define Software Component Version
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8. Select Business Process Management Application 7.40 from the Application

Template dropdown menu and click on Next (Figure 17.6).

Figure 17.6  Configuration Wizard: Select Application Template

After the previous step, the configuration wizard will take care of registering the
new SWCV in the SLD. Wait until you see the screens shown in Figure 17.7 and
Figure 17.8. After that, you can click on the View Log link to examine all exe-
cuted tasks by the wizard, as shown in Figure 17.9.

Figure 17.7  Configuration Wizard: Registering New SWCV in SLD
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Figure 17.8  Configuration Wizard: Finish Screen

Figure 17.9  Configuration Wizard: View Log

17.2.2 Add Software Component

Launch your SAP NetWeaver Administrator environment (go to http://<host-
name>:<port>/nwa), and then follow these steps:

1. Select the Configuration tab and then click on the Infrastructure link.

2. Click on Development Infrastructure (Figure 17.10).

3. Select Stand-alone from the Filter dropdown menu (Figure 17.11).
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Figure 17.10  Development Infrastructure

Figure 17.11  Development Infrastructure: Edit Development Configuration
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4. Choose one of the Stand-alone entries from the available development con-
figurations. In Figure 17.12, we have selected SOFTCONF_D. Click on Add SC.

Figure 17.12  Development Infrastructure: Add SC

5. Select SC_PO_BOOK_BPM as the software component from the list shown and
click on the Add button (Figure 17.13).

6. Save the changes you made in the development configuration (Figure 17.14).
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Figure 17.13  Development Infrastructure: Add Software Components

Figure 17.14  Development Infrastructure: Save Development Configuration
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In Figure 17.15, you can see the final result of the saved development configura-
tion. You have completed the configuration necessary to start building new SAP
BPM development components within the SAP NetWeaver Developer Studio
platform. Well done!

Figure 17.15  Development Infrastructure: Development Configuration
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